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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

1.

"

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

The Problem:

No matter what a ohild's oapaoities are, no

matter how he behaves, he is an individual of intrinsio
worth and deserves understanding and guidanoe so that he
oan realize his potentialities.

Understanding a ohild means

realizing (1) that his behavior is the result of his past
experienoes, the present situation, and his hopes and desires
for the future; 2) that his behavior oan be ohanged and no
ohild is hopeless; 3) that eaoh ohild is unique and many

fao~

tors influenoe his behavior and development; 4) that oertain
tasks must be met only when he has reaohed the appropriate
maturity; 5) the important faots whioh motivate growth, learning and development and 6) how to gather, organize and evaluate information about a ohild, and use it to the best pos1

sible advantage in guiding him.
The laok of understanding and the subsequent inability to guide ohildren have long been an unfortunate situation whioh has been allowed to exist.

Little effort had

been made up until reoent times to employ methods whioh would
aid in better understanding a ohild.

1. Amerioan Counoil on Eduoation, Helping Teaohers understand Children, pp.8-l2
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In the elementary sohool fram which the pupils in
this study were seleoted, it was felt that something
should be done to help the ohildren to develop ,their own
resources to the best of their ability, so that the talents they possess oan be used to oontribute some worthwhile aOhievement for the good of sooiety.

However before

effeotive guidance can be accomplished muoh information
has to be gathered and studied, and so this study is designed to show what means are available and oan be used
by the olassroom teacher whose goal is understanding each
ohild in every olass.
The elementary school whioh these pupils attend has
an enrollment of three hundred and fifty.

The majority

of the ohildren in this sohool come from homes of moderate ciroumstances.

There are very few indigent pupils, ,

and the number of children who attend this sohool and who
are definite

beha~ior

problems is small.

The pupils in this study were members of the 6A olass
from January, 1945 until June, 1945.

It was an average

olass, very similar to sixth grade classes which in the
past were enrolled in this school.

They were ohosen for

this reason, that they were typical.
From this class of thirty students five will be selected to be studied oarefully in an effort to understand
them better.

Detailed case studies will be made using all

available information.

A summary of the findings and sug-
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gestions as to what can be done for these pupils will follow each individual study.

Conclusions will be drawn from

information about the other twenty-five members of the class
as to what can be done in guiding the class as a whole.
There are limitations to this study which were not
overlooked by the writer but due to various factors and conditions could not be included.

One of the most important

limitations is that the success or failure of the suggestions
made concerning the five children of whom oase studies were
made and the olass as a whole cannot be determined.

This is

due to the fact that the class is no longer in the elementary school where the study was made but is now in junior high
sohool; consequently it would be impossible for the writer
to try out and observe the results of these suggestions.
One may ask then what is the value of this study?

The

importance and necessity of understanding children in order to gUide them more effectively oannot be overestimated.
If the time and effort is taken to understand a few children, the others who are to oome cannot help but benefit
from this knowledge that is gained from the study.

In an

article written by Fritz Redl this very point is made. Mr.
Redl says, ••• "by a very oareful study of the functioning
of a few children one will acquire insight into the func1

tioning of others".

I. Redl, Fritz, Helping Teachers Study Their Children,
American Council on Education, (bee. 1940) p.l2.
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A study of this kind is of value in understanding
ohildren in that after a oase study has been made the child
oan be viewed as a "whole" that is, all the aspects whioh
Make up his past, present and even future life oan be known
to same extent.

Muoh important data whioh otherwise might

not be known oan be uno overed, and when it is all put together and organized, the oauses whioh affeot a ohild's behavior oan be understood.

Knowing a ohild's physioal oon-

dition, his home baokground, his past soholastio suooess,
his feelings about htmself and others, his oapaoities and
abilities, his wiahes and desires and his attitudes and
traits, makes understanding his behavior and

guid~ng

him

a oomparatively easy task •.
Child study data provide the best basis for instruotional

improve~e'nt.

The purpose of ohild study is not on-

ly to deter.mine what should be done with ohildren to make
them fit the instruotional program, but also to disoover
ways and means for fitting the instruotional program to
the needs of ohildren.

When a program of this kind reaoh-

es the neoessary proportions and ourrioulum efforts utilize ohild study, then and only then will the needs of all
1

ohildren be met.
Methods of Prooedure: Case study method takes in aooount
all important aspeots of one thing; " ••• the oase oonsists
of the data relating to some phase of the life's history

1. Millard,

c. v.,

"Child Study for Better Sohools", Educationsl Leadership, Vol. 3, (April 1946), pp. 3l4-21r.
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of the unit or to the entire life process, whether the unit
is an individual, a family, a social group, an institution,
or a community.

The complex situation and combination of

factors involved in the given behavior are examined to determine the existing status and to identify the causal fac1
tors opera ting".
The above quotaion very adequately defines the limits,
scope and purpose of case studies, and this author shall
try to conform the case studies in Chapter III to this definition.
The methods and procedures used in gathering data for
studies of this kind are many and varied.

Tests, rating

scales, questionnaires, check lists, score cards, direct
observations, and interviews are methods which enable us
to get information and in turn give us insight and understanding of individuals.
Since the methods for gathering information is of the
utmost importance in this study, each will be described in
detail.
The tests used and the source of information which
this author considers most valuable were the Roser's Personality Adjustment Test, the Wechsler-Bellevue Inte111sence Test, the Kuhlmann-Anderson Group Intelligence Test,

c. v., "Sequence of Steps in Case Study and Case
Work", Educa tional Research Bulle tin, Vol. 21 (Sept. 1942)
pp. 161.

1. Good,
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the Stanford Achievement Test Intermediate Form E, and the
Progressive Achievement Test Primary Form A.
Before test results can be interpreted, the purpose of
the test, its 11mitations, the specific abilities it purports
to measure and the degree to which it does so, all must be
understood by the reader.
The Wechsler-Bellevue Test is an individually administered test which is designed to measure adult or adolescent,
1ntel11gence.

The final score of this test 1s in the form

of an I. Q. (1ntelligence quotient), and this I. Q. " ••• tells
how much above or below the

aver~ge

any individual is·when
I

compared with persons his own age."
The value of this test ·is not so much that an individua1's I. Q. is determ1ned, but even more important the examiner has an opportunity to observe the react10n of the
subject when he meets a problem, his thinking processes, his
attitudes, and his personality.
Th1s scale is made up of ten tests and an alternate
test.

Eaoh of these tests measures oertain abilities or

traits, and the combinat10n of the weighted soores of the
ten tests gives the ,I. Q.
A word now about each of the tests that make up this
scale will help the reader understand the soores whlch will
be given ln Chapters III and IV.

1. Wechsler, David, Measurement of Adult Intelligence, p. 41
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l

t

The first five tests and the alternate one are verbal, and they are:
1. Information Test - this test givea the subjeot's
general range of information; indicates the alertness of
the person to the world around him; may refleot the sooial
oirole a person oomes from e.g. to the question, "Who wrote
Hamlet?"

Only those ohildren whose families and aoquaint-

anoes are familar with Shakespeare and had disoussed his
works would be able to answer it.

This is one of the most
1

satisfactory tests of the entire soale.
2. Com£rehension Test - this is a test of common sense
and suooess on it depends on the possession of a oertain
amount of practioal information and a general ability-to
evaluate past experienoes.

The subjeot's responses are val-

uable in diagnosing psyohopathio personalities, and it tells
2

something of the subjeot's sooial and oultural baokground.
3. Arithmetio Reasoning Test - this test is influenoed
by eduoation, and the soore may also be influenced by fluotuations of attention and transient emotional reaotions.

3

4. Memory Span for Digits - oertain defeots can be detected by this test, e.g. attention span and organio disorders.

Sinoe it is purely a memory test, oompared with

the other tests it is the poorest test of general intelligenoe.

4

1. fbid. , pp. 77-80

2. I'61cI'. , pp. 80-1
3. IOICi. , pp. 82-3
4. Ib1'<i'. , pp. 83-5
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5. Similarities Test - this test throws light upon
the logioal oharaoter of the subjeot's thinking prooess;
as it is • test whereby the subjeot must differentiate bel

tween superfioial and essential likenesses.
6.

~oabulary

Test (alternate test) - the number of

words an individual knows is at onoe a measure of his learning ability, his fund of verbal information and of the general range of ideas.

The subjeot defines words and by do-

ing this the quality and oharaoter of this thoughts oan be
determined.

However eduoation and oultural baokground in2

fluenoe this test, so it is only used as an alternate.
The remaining five tests are performanoe tests, and
they are:
7. Pioture Arrangement Test - in this test the subjeot arranges a series of piotures in order so that they
tell a sensible story.

It measures the subjeot's ability

to oomprehend and size up total situations, all of whioh
3
are human or praotical.
8. Pioture Completion Test - the subjeot disoovers
and names the missing part of an inoompletely drawn pioture.

This test measures the ability of individuals to
4
differentiate essential from unessential details.

1. Ibid., pp.85-7

IOta.,

pp.98-l0l
3. !5t!., pp.87-9
4. lOIa., pp.89-9l
2.
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9. Block Design Test - this is the best single performance test, and it measures much the same thing as the
verbal tests.

The subject is required to make designs which

involve both synthetic and analytioal ability.

Not only is

it an excellent test of general intelligence, but the examiner can learn muoh about the subject by watohing how he
goes about making the designs, e.g. following the figure,
breakIng up its component parts, etc.

Also the attitude

and emotional reaction of the subjeot are most valuable,
i.e. whether he is hasty and impulsive or deliberate and
oareful; whether he is easily discouraged or persistent.

1

10. Digit SymbOl Test - this test requires the subject

to associate certain symbols with certain digits.

The speed

and aoouracy with which the individual acoomplishes this
task serves as a measure of intelleotual ability.

2

11. Objeot Assembly Test - this test indicates the

thinking and working habits of the indiVidual.

There are

three objeots which the individual must assemble - a mani3

kin, a profile and a hand.
The Roger's Personality

Adjus~ent

Test "is an in-

strument devised to measure roughly the extent to whioh a
ohild is satisfaotorily adjusted toward his friends, his

I. Ibid., pp 91-4
2. ~., pp.96-8
3. ~., pp 94-6
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family, and himself.

It is also intended to throw some

light on his methods of meeting his difficulties - whether
he covers his weaknesses by bragging and attempts to bluff
his way through or withdraws into himself finding his sat1

isfaction in a life of fantasy".

The value of this test

can easily be seen as the personality of an individual and
the manner in which he adjusts himself influences his behavior.

This personality adjustment is sometimes diffioult

to observe and this test is an excellent and reliable means
of finding out if a child is maladjusted or not.
From this test, scores oan be obtained in four different fields.

The first soore is called Personal Inferiority,

whioh indicates the extent to whioh the child thinks himself to be physically or mentally inadequate, i.e. duller,
weaker, less good-looking, less capable than his competi2
tors.
The second score is the Social Maladjustment Score.
It attempts to measure the ohild's group adjustment or maladjustment - the extent to whioh he is unhappy in his group
3
contacts, poor at making friends, poor in social skills.
The third score is the Family Adjustment Score.

As the

name suggests, it measures the amount of conflict and mal-

1. Roger, Carl R., I Test of Personality AdJustment .anuai,
p. 1

2. Ibid., p.2
3. !OIQ., p.2
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adjustment which the child shows in his relations with his
parents or siblings.

Jealousy of parent or sibling, antag-

onism toward parents, a feeling of being unwanted, too much
dependence upon one or both parents, such are the items cov1

ered in this heading.
The fourth score is the Daydreaming Score - this is designed to measure the child's fantasy life.

It is particu-

larly valuable taken in connection with the other scores as
an indication of how the child is solving his problems.

A

high daydreaming score frequently discovers a child who is
a serious personality problem, though he may not be a behavior problem at all, being too qUiet, too "good" to ever at2
tract notice.
The soores are rated low, average and high.

The low

score means the child shows less than average maladjustment.
An average score indioates that while there is same evidenoe
of unhappiness, or conflict, or difficulty, the child seems
on the basis of the best to be making an average adjustment
to life.

A high score indicates a rather serious degree of

maladjustment.

If a ohild obtains a high score in more

than one area, it may be stated with considerable oertainty that he presents more than the average amount of per3

sonality diffioulties - that he is not a well adjusted ohild.

1. Ibid., p.2
!CIa., p.2
3. !CIa., p.ll
2.
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This test is designed for children between the ages
of nine and thirteen years.

It can be administered either

individually or in a group.

In this partioular study it

was administered to all in the group at the same time.
The above two tests which have been disoussed were administered espeoially for this study.

The following three

tests, the results of which were also used, were administered under the auspices of the Louisville Board of Education and are regularly given to all 3A and 6A children
throughout the city.
The Progressive Achievement Test Primary Form A was
administered to this olass at the end of their 3A term.
"This is a group test in the 'fundamental skills of
rea,ding, ari tlmletic and language.

It is intended for pu-

pils in grades 1, 2, and 3, and contains a sufficient
range of material to measure the aChievement and ability of
1

pupils in these grades."
There are five tests in this scale each of which has
sub-headings:
Test 1.

Readi~

Vocabulary
a. Wor Form
b. Word Recognition
c. Meaning of Opposites
Test 2. Readi!! Comprehension
i. Fo owing Directions
b. Directly Stated Faots
c. Interpretation

I. Progressive Achievement Test Manua!, p.!
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Test 3. Arithmetio Reasoning
a. Number Conoept and Sequenoe
b. MoneY'
o. Number and Time
d. Signs and Symbols
e. Problems
Test 4. Arithmetio Fundamentals
a. Addition CombinatIons
b. Subtraotion Combinations
o. Multiplioation Combinations
d. Problems
Test 5.

La~uafe

S:-Cap talization
b. Punotuation
o. Spelling
d. Handwriting

The soores on these tests are given in terms of grade
plaoement, i.e. the first number being the grade, the seoond number the months in that grade, e.g. 4-2 would mean
two months in the fourth grade or 4B.
The value of this test lies in the faot that a ohild's
soholastio attainment oan be oompared with the average of
others his same age and with the same amount of sohooling.
The Stanford Aohievement Test Intermediate Form E was
given in the first month of the sixth grade. There are six
tests in this soale, and all are self-explanatory.
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Reading: Paragraph Meaning
Reading: Word .e~g
Language: Usagtl··
Arithmetio Reasoning
Arithmetio Computation
Spelling

The soores on this test as on the Progressive Aohievement Test was given in terms of grade plaoement whioh has
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already been expla1ned. Th1s test proved valuable 1n that
1t showed the soholastio progress of the pupils trom grades
4B to 6A, and it also afforded a basis ot oompar1son with
the aoh1evement test whioh was given in the third grade to
see when the pupil improved more - during the first three
years of sohool1ng in the elementary sohool or the last
three.
The last test that was used as a method of gathering
data was the Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligenoe Test Grade VI.
There are ten tests in this soale; the first is number 22
ahd the last is number 31. The soores are g1ven in terms
of the mental age, the total of whioh oan be ohanged into
an I.Q•• The tests 1noluded 1n this soale are:
Test 22 - Word Mean1ng
Test 23 - F1nd1ng Oppos1tes
Test 24 - D1sor1minating between words that oan and
those that oannot be made out of the letters
of a given word
Test 25 - Seeing essent1als and non-essentials
Test 26 - See1ng Similar1t1es
Test 27 - Following D1reotions
Test 28 - Rearrang1ng letters to form a word
Test 29 - Find1ng words that have at least one letter
alike
Test 30 - Rearranging words to make good sentenoes
Test 31 - Seeing relat10nships in numbers
The value of using this test in add1tion to the Weohsler-Bellevue Test was to show a oomparison between two tests
whioh purport to measure the same thing - one is given orally, the other requires reading by the ohild. There will be
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differenoes in the I.Q.s of the same ohild as given by
these two tests, but the above fact should be kept in mind.
The other methods by whioh information was oolleoted
for this study will now be disoussed:
The health reoord of eaoh ohild was taken from the
sohool's health oards. The results of the sohool's physioian's examination, vision of the ohild aocording to the
Snellen Eye Chart, the diseases the ohild has had, and any
other pertinent information in regard to his health was
gotten from these oards.
Other school reoords whioh were used were the "yellow
sheets" upon whioh was found the grades, attendance and the
remarks of the teaohers.
A rating soale was sent to the teaohers who had taught
pupils used in the oase studies and other members of the
olass, and they were asked to rate the ohild on various
traits and attitudes, e.g. oooperativeness, effort, eto ••
The last method used in this study was a questionnaire
whioh the pupils filled out; the purpose of whioh was to
give data regarding their home environment.
Observation and interview were used in oonneotion
with the administering of the various tests, partioularly
the Weohsler-Bellevue Test whioh offers opportunity for
both.
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As has been mentioned before, of all the methods and
devices used for gathering data, the Wechsler-Bellevue and
the Roger's Personality Adjustment Tests were most valuable,
because of the wealth and variety of facts about the individual that were uncovered through the use of these tests.
However the other methods were important too, and without
them this study would be of no value.

!

1
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE FINDINGS OF SIMILAR INVESTIGATIONS
Although the value of studying all ohildren rather
than merely those called "problems" has beEm realized, experimenters and investigators have not as yet given muoh
attention to the well adjusted child.

Few studies have been

made of normal children up until the presentttme, and so
the material available for this chapter will of necessity
be meager.

However, with the new impetus on case studies

of all children ooming in the foreground, it should not be
long before many suoh studies will be conducted and as a
result the needs of each child will be understood and met.
The following studies which are similar in part to
this study shall be discussed:
The Bduoational Records Bureau in 1934 was given a
grant by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching to expand its work in the public school field.
The study which was called "The Public School Demonstration Projeot in Educational Guidanoe" devoted one seotion
to case studies of normal ohildren.

The schools partici-

pating in this projeot were the Public Schools of Groton,
Connecticut; Billings, Montana; Plainfield, New Jersey;
Roohester, Minnesota; San AntoniO, Texas; Scarsdale, New
York and Greeley, Colorado, and pupils in grades VI
through XII were studied.

Four case reports of pupils

whose ability and adjustment seemed normal were inoluded
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in this study and shall be discussed briefly.
1

The four studies all followed the same general outline which is as follows: 1) Introductory Statement, 2)
Physical Condit10n, 3) Mental Ability, 4) Study Habits and
Attitude Toward Work, 5) Achievement in School, 6) Interests and Special A.bi11ties,

'7}

Personality, and. 8} Summary

Statement.
The first study was made of a girl twelve years old
and in the sixth grade who was well adjusted and had made
normal progress in school.

Her health was good; her I.

~.

aooording to the National Intelligence Test was 95; her
educational age as measured by the New Stanford Achievement
Test in grade VI B was eleven years and five months; she
had good study hab1ts and seemed to enjoy all school subjeots; the teachers' report showed her work to be average
except in ar1thmetic which was below average; she is a
good sport, likes all outdoor games, sew1ng and cooking;
she 1s a little shy but is cooperative, 1nterested, agreeable and well adjusted.

As a summary statement it can be

said that this child is of average ab1lity, does average
shcool work with the exception of arithmetic and is well
adjusted.

The only recommendation made was that she need-

ad some extra help in arithmetic.

1. Bud ow , Dorothy and others, "Case Studies of Normal PupIls"
Guidance in PubliC Secondary School, pp. 228-251
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This study made was of greatest interest to this author as it dealt with a ohild of the same age and progress in
sohool as those found in Chapter III of this thesis.

How-

ever sin08 the other three studies were also ot normal pupils they should not be overlooked, so a word shall be said
about eaoh ot them.

The seoond oase study was made ot a

boy seventeen years old and a sophomore in high sohool. He
was studied beoause he was oonsidered an average Amerioan
boy and the teaoher wanted to know more about him.

It was

tound that his I. Q. was above normal and although he did
exoellent work he wasted oonsiderable time in olass and
study periods.

This oould have been due to the faot that

he did not have enough\.. work to do so he beoame bored.

He

needs to realize that he must do both the work in whioh he
is interested and that whioh does not seem

so

interesting

to him.
The third oase was ot a ninth grade girl who had average intelligenoe but had done better work and had been more
suooessful in her sohool aohievement than other ohildren
with the same intelligenoe.

She works hard but trequently

becomes nervous when she teels she does not know her work
well enough.

With understanding and proper guidance by her

teaoher she developed selt oonfidenoe and overoame this nervousness.
The tourth study ot a normal pupil was a girl in the
ninth grade also.

The purpose of the report was to discov-

er this ohild's potentialities and disoover to what degree

20.

she was developing them.

It was found that she needed to

budget her time as her many outside activities kept her
from dOing the suocessful school work of whioh she was capab1e.
Arthur E. Traxler, who eduted this report of the Projeot, had this to say about these oase studies whioh have
just been disoussed, "These reports show that even when pupile apparently have no werious problems it is helpful to
have the available data about eaoh individual summarized".

1

In 1937 Mr. Traxler wrote a case study to illustrate
the method that could be used in the study of any normal
2

pupil.

His study "Summary Report on a High School Boy"

is very much like the oase studies c1ted above.

The make

up is quite sim11ar as the important fields of information
whioh were investigated were 1) Introductory Statement, 2)
Physioal Condition, 3) Mental Ability, 4) Achievement in
Sohool, 5) Study Habits, 6) Attitude Toward Sohool Work,
7) Interests and Special Abilities, 8) Personality and 9)
Summary.
Child Guidanoe Clinios have very reoently been estab1ished in MiSSissippi not only to deal with health problems but eduoationa1 ones as well.

The first ohildren who

oame to the clinics were those with organio illnesses or

1. Traxler, A. E., Guidance in Publio Secondary Schools,

p. 228
2. Traxler, A. E., "Case Studies Prooedures in Guidance",
Eduoational Records Bureau, Dec., 1937, pp. 15-28
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who were mentally retarded.

Now, however, the majority

have personality diffioulties and sohool maladjustment.
Sinoe some of these oases oited were not serious problems
this study oould be inoluded.
One study that was made of a boy twelve years old was
of interest to this author and shall be disoussed briefly.
This ohild had a poor soholastio reoord and yet he had a
mental age of fourteen while his ohronologioal age was
twelve.

He should have been doing better than average work

aooording to his ability, but his reading was on the seoond
grade level.

His father oould not aooept the faot that he

was failing and beat him.

However when his speoial disabili-

ty in reading was found and extra help in this subjeot was
given, he soon improved and oonditions at home grew better
1
also.
2
A oase study whioh was prepared by Miss Lenore Utley
and whioh was inoluded in a manual of guidanoe, Studying the
Individual Child, should be mentioned at this time.
The study is of nine year old boy in the 4B grade at
sohool.

He is a typioal boy of his age with little better

than average intelligenoe.

Information in the following

fields was oolleoted; 1) Desoription of the oase; 2) Home
Baokground, 3) Intelleotual Development, 4) Physioal and

1. Magiera, Estelle and others, "child Guidanoe in Mississ-

ippi", Understanding the Child, Vol. XIV. (Jan., 1945)
pp. 12-18
'
2. English, H. B. and Raimy, Viotor, Studying the Individual
Sohool Child, pp. 103-112.
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Medioal Development, 5) Social Behavior, 6) Charaoter and
Personality, 7) Changes Notioed curing the period of Observation, and 8) Summary.

The summary indicated that this

boy is a typical ohild, his hame oonditions are excellent,
he has good health, he is intelligent, he is well adjusted,
he has many interests and it is felt he will develop into a
well-balanced person.
1

A study whioh was made of seven year old children

is

similar in part to the oase studies in this thesis and is
valuable enough to include.
Ten ohildren between their seventh and eighth birthdays and who attended the Little Red Sohool House in the
Greenwich Village seotion of Manhattan were seleoted for
this study.

The purpose was to describe as far as possible

and to define a stage in the growth and maturing of seven
year old children.

It is not the purpose that interested

this author but rather the manner and methods used in carrying out this study.

The following items were disoussed

about eaoh of the children:

1) Physioal style, 2) Atti-

tudes in the classroom, 3) Response to various performance
tests, 4) Response to the problem solving situations, 5}
Response to projeotion play material, and 6) Summary of
child in sohoolroom and experimental situations.
The study found many interesting faots about this group

I. BIber, BBrbara and o£.hers, ChIld Life in Sohoo!, Pp. 658
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of seven year olds, but since this thesis is more interested in the way in which the study was conducted rather than
in the findings, the results shall not be discussed here.
Twenty-five ohildren are enrolled each year in the Vassar College Nursery Sohool, and each ohild is observed by a
oollege student, who under the guidanoe of an instruotor
makes a personality study of him.

The Children used in this

study are normal not "problem ll children, however each has
" ••• individual personality oharacteristics equally interest1

ing for analysis".
The sources fram which information was gathered in this
study were: 1) observation, 2) home visits, 3) oonferences
with teaohers, doctors and other students, and 4} oonsulted
records.

After the information had been oollected the fol-

lowing outline was used in making the personality study: 1)
General Statement and desoription of problem, 2) General
physioal oondition and developmental history, 3) Fundamental habits, 4) Play activities, 5) Sooial reactions, 6) Emotional reactions, 7) General mental development, 8) Home
environment, and 9) Summary reoommendations.
In summarizing the value of these atudies the author
says, "In our opinion, nothing that has yet been devised
is as effeotive in ohanging attitudes toward human behavior, in developing a respect for reoords of all kinds,

1. Sherwin Mary R., "Knowing Children Through Personality

studies", Childhood Eduoation, Vol. 15 (Oot., 1938)pp.76-78
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and in building up appreoiation of the interrelationships
of different aspeots of personality as is an intensive
1

study of the personality of one ohild."
2

A study made by Sirkin attempted to measure the relationship between "intelligenoe, age and home environment
of elementary sohool pupils" by the use of tests.

The de-

vioe used for measuring intelligenoe inoluded test of readi08 oomprehension, mixed sentenoes, opposites, similarities
and analogies.

Yhe sooial status was arrived at by knowing

fathers' oooupations and the parents' eduoation.
From this study Sirkin oame to the following oonolusions: 1) the higher the level of sooial status - the higher the inte1ligenoe soore; 2) deorease of intel1igenoe soorewith inorease in age; and 3) age deoreases with the rise of
sooial level.
The findings of the above study were not the important aspeot of Sirkin's study, rather the way in whioh the
study was oarried out and the devioes used.
3

Benson made a study

of 1,989 pupils in 6A in sixty-

four elementary sohools in Minneapolis.

The purpose of

this study was to determine the degree to whioh later sobo-

1. Ibid. p.78

2. Sirkin, M., "The Relation Between Intel1igenoe, Age, and
Home Environment of Elementary Sohool Pupils", Sohool
and Sooiety,Vol. 30 (April 31, 1929) pp.304-8
3. Benson, vIola, "The Intel1igenoe and Later Suooess of
Sixth Grade Pupils", Sohool and Sooiety, Vol. 55,
(Feb. 7, 1942)
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lastio suooess could be determined by intelligenoe quotients.
The information used in this study was obtained from
the results of the Haggerty Intelligence Examination, Delta 2 which was given in April, 1923; permanent record cards
of the Board of Education which included the highest grade
each pupil completed in school, reason for dropping out and
his high school and college records.
Of the 1,989 pupils seleoted for this study the records
of 1,680 were adequate and oomplete.

The distribution of

the I. Q.s of these pupils was normal - the median being 112.
The oonclusions drawn from this study were: 1) I. Q.s
become higher as higher grade levels are attained; 2) the
I. Q.s range from 56-191; 3) the I. Q.s obtained in the later elementary grades are significant in estimating probable
success in later grades.
Although the purpose of Benson's study is not exactly
the same as this study's purpose, nevertheless, the two are
similar in that both are trying to find out more about

in-

dividual pupils in order to guide them more effeotively.
Knowing to same extent a pupil's later scholastio sucoess
will aid greatly in setting up a program which will meet
his needs, rather than fall below or exceed his capacity.
1

McGehee and Lewis compared the personality development
McGehee, w. and Lewis, W. D., "Oomparlson of Oertaln Personality Characteristios of Mentally Superior and Mentally
Retarded Children", Journal of Eduoational Research, Vol. 35
April, 1942), pp. 600-10.

1.
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of mentally superior and mentally retarded ohildren. In
this study they used 4,797 boys and 4,264 girls from thirty-six states, three hundred and ten oommunities, and four
hundred and fifty-five

s~ools

in the United States. From

a population of approximately 50,000 ohildren in grades four
to eight who were given the Kuhlmann-Anderson Test, those
in the highest ten peroent were oonsidered as the Mentally
Superior Group and those whose soores fell in the lowest ten
peroent made up the Retarded Group.
The means by whioh personality soores were determined
were the P-Soore of the B.P.C. Personal Inventory and the
teaohers' ratings of their pupils.
From the above data MoGehee and Lewis oonoluded that
the Retarded Group, as a group, showed more maladjustment
than the Superior Group.

The study showed that traits

"oonduoive to mental health" e.g. dependable, self-relianoe, eto. were found most often in the pupils with superior mental ability, and those traits whioh are undesirable
for the development of mental health e.g. oheating was most
oommon in the retarded group.

The last interesting oonolu-

sion drawn was that aooording to the findings of this study,
the elementary sohools are not meeting the needs of the boys
as well as they are meeting the needs of the girls.

This

faot was unoovered by the B.P.C. Rating which indioated that
boys have less well integrated personalities.
With more studies like the above being made, our knowledge and understanding of pupils should increase many fold.
However merely gathering information is not enough, the
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the faots that are uno overed by suoh studies as have been
disoussed must be known so that the data whioh was oolleoted oan be interpreted properly.
1

Helping Teaohers Understand Children is a book prepared for the Commission on Teacher Education by the staff
of the Division on Childs Development and Teaoher Personnel.

Its value in this field of understanding children and

guiding them cannot be overestimated.

The purpose of this

report according to the head of the Division on Child Development and Teaoher Personnel, Dr. Daniel A. Presoott, is
" ••• to desoribe the behavior of dozens of school ohildren
and partially analyze the foroes that led them to act as
they did in various situations.
children.

It is about teachers.

Yet the book is not about
It demonstrates how in-

dividual teachers and teaching prinCipals gradually deepened their understanding of the oauses that underlie the
conduct of ohildren, and how they increased their skill in
identifying such causes in the case of partioular ohildren
2

and groups."
Many oase studies both good and poor are given 1n
this report to show how teaohers progressed in judging
the oauses of a ohild's behavior.

The teaohers who real-

ly understood or developed an understanding of ohildren
soon learned to use a wider range of data and select perti-

1. Amerioan Counoil on Eduoation, Helping Teaohers Understand Children. Pp. 468

2. Ibid., p. vii
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nent faots before judging any behavior.
1

Fisher prepared oase studies of ohildren in nursery
sOhools on muoh the same pattern as the oase studies that
have been disoussed.

The report of Miss Fisher inoluded

the following paragraph which very ably desoribes the reason for making her studies of normal ohildren.
"Nothing oan take the place of aotual experience with
ohildren and their parents, whioh of oourse involves intelligent, oritioal, and sympathetio study of individual
family baokgrounds, home ooaditions and developmental his2

tories".

1. FIsher, Mary S., "Case StudIes of Normal Children",

Childhood Eduoation, Vol. 8, (April, 1931), pp.428-33.

2.

IbId. p.428
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CHAPTER III
CASE STUDIES OF FIVE SIXTH GRADE PUPILS

or the thirty one pup1ls in this part10ular 6A olass
these five were ohosen for the following reasons:
Each or these pupils' I.Q. as determined by two intel11aence tests falls into a d1fferent 01ass1fioation,
1.e. Ralph's I.Q. or 61 or 69 01a8sifies him as a Mental
Defective or Border11ne Case; Alma's I.Q. was 87 or 91.7
whioh is Dull Wormal or Average; Mary's I.Q. falls in the
olassifioation ot Average with soores of 102 or 99; Sam's
soores were 118 or 98.6 which is Bright Normal or Average;
and Sara has a Superior or Very Superior intellict with
scores 122 or 141.

All the other twenty six pup1ls' I.Q.s

fall sanewhere withi. these olassifications - Ralph's be.
inc the lowest and Sara's the highest.
These pupils were seleoted a180 beoause their needs
are not unusual or atypical.

Their home life is stmilar

to that of their classmates.

Their scholastio progress,

their personal and work habits, and their methods of
adjustment are 'not too unlike those of children 1n any
sixth grade class.
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These five pupils are a
If one is able to

unde~stand

fai~

sampling of this class.

these children

bette~

as a

result of careful study and consequently guide them more
effectively, then the

othe~

members of this class and

those of classes to came shall profit also.
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CASE STUDY OF RALPH

Desoription:
Ralph is thirteen years and one month old.

He is

tall and thin and is an average looking boy with the
exoeption of a drooping right eye-lid, whioh
a sleepy appearance.

giv~htm

He has a very low, matured voice

and a speech impediment which sounds as though it is
caused by some physical defeot.

He is very polite and

well mannered and moves about in a quiet fashion.

He

is usually neat and clean, and his clothes seem to be
well kept.

Ralph works well in olass;

tious and is a hard worker.

he is oonscien-

He is attentive and always

seems interested in his work.

He never annoys his class-

mates and gets alons with all of them.

He is not a"res-

sive, and he seldom joins in the discussions.

Ralph is a

good listener, and he puts forth a great deal of effort
in all his undertakings.
Health:
The health reoord of Ralph really helped in givina
some valuable information.

The school's physician's ex-

amination which was given in 1940 when Ralph was eight
years old unoovered the following faots; nutrition, skin,
soalp, ears, glands, heart, lungs, tonsils, nose and feet
needed no attention; however, his posture was only "fair",
ptosis of the right eye-lid was eVident, and his teeth
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needed immediate attention.

In 1945 his vision aooord-

ing to the Snellen Eye Chart was 20/30 for the right eye
and 20/30 for the left eye, whioh indioates his vision
is :fairly good.
The

diseases Ralph has during his ohildhood also

proved to play an important part in better understandina
htm.

Measels, Mumps, Chioken Pox, Whoopins Cough, and

Spinal Meningitis were the diseases he had.

The :first

four diseases are erdinary ohildhood illnesses, but the
last one is of a more serious nature

a~d

more than like-

ly has had some effect on his development.

Another siok-

ness whioh was not recorded on the health reoord but was
noted on other reoords of the sohool and was of suoh seriousness that Ralph had to be taken out of the first grade
was St. Vitus Danoe.
As is evident this boy had more than the average amount of illness, and his attendanoe at sohool shows that
his health kept him out of sohool about two weeks during
every tel'Jll.

-Home:

Ralph oomes fram a hame of moderate ciroumstanoes.

His :father is a laborer and his mother keeps house.
of his parents went to the sixth grade in sohool.

Both
He has

three brothers and three sisters, all of wham live at hame.
The family owns their own home whioh has seven roams, a
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telephone, a radio, but no furnace.

They

ha~e

always 11ved

1n Lou1sv111e, 1m tact, 1n the same ne1ghborhood in which
they now 11ve.

They have no automobile nor do they have

a servant 1n the home.

A newspaper 1s delivered to the

home every day, but they do not subscribe to any magazines.
There are twelve books 1n the hame, and Ralph has no 11brary card nor does he ever visit the Library.
Every Sunday he attends church ot which he 1s a member, and he occasionally goes to concerts which are under
'the auspices ot the school.

He is quite a movie-goer as

he attends the neighborhood theater three times a week.
He enjoys westerns, mysteries, love stories, and comedies.
S.chool Record:
Ralph has not had an impressive sohool reoord in the
elementary sohool as tar as actual grades are concerned,
but the remarks ot the teachers who taught him are 1ndeed
interesting.
The tollowing table is a br1et resume ot his progress
1n school whioh was taken tram the sohool records:
(JRADE

*

I<Jlil

*

~HotI~TI~

itE~Ot{J)

*

:mSEN~E

Kgtn.

6-9

Fair Work

1 day

IB
lA

7-1
7-9

0

lA
2B

8-1
8-9

Fa1r Work
Below average in
all subjects
All "3" Grades

2A

9-1

3B

9-9

11

11

"

6
15
8

Average grades exoeit in readins
8
"3 in Language; other grades average
12

*

'l'EI~ HEit~ I

ImRARKfJ

Slow, but improving
ImproviDg
Failed
He tries
Must study
reading,2A
on trial
Nice work
Re ally tr1e s
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3A

10-1

4B
4A

10-9
11-1

5B

11-9

5A

12-1

SB

12-9

6A

13-1

"3" 1n read., lang.,
s01." .ar1th., geog.
All '3." exoept ar1th.
"3" 1n lang., spell.,
. h1st., mus1c, art
All aver. grades exoept spell. (3)
"3" 1n read., spell.,
geog., penmanship
Aver. ,rades exoept 1n
lang. (3)
All average grades except pen. (3)

11

Must study

10
17

App11e s himse lt
Work1ng
Needs to work on
spell., read.
D01ng better
work
Try1ng-works
n1cely
Always tr1es

6
13
2
9

Four teachers who had taught Ralph t1lled out a rat1ng
soale on him, and the results are as tollows:
Item Rated
Cooperat1ve
Followed D1reot1ons
Ettort
Classroom Behav10r
Sportsmansh1p
Att1tude Toward Sohool Work
Personal Hab1ts
L1ked By Other Ch1ldren
L1ked B1 the Teacher

lA
good
poor
poor
good
good
aver.
aver.
aver.
good

3B

6B

good aver.
poor aver.
aver.aver.
good good
good aver.
poor aver.
poor aver.
poor aver.
aver aver.

6A
good
good
good
good
good
good
good
aver.
good

It was not poss1ble to have the soale t1lled out by
all Ralph's tormer teachers as maD1 of them are no longer 1n the school system.
Results ot the Tests:
Prosress1ve Ach1evement Test Primary

Fo~

A: (May, 1942)

At the time this test was adm1n1stered Ralph was ten
years and t1ve months old and was in the third grade (3A).
The results ot th1s test are:
Total-----------------·-----------------~------·---3B

Read1ng Vooabulary---------------------------------2B
Reading Comprehens1on------------------------------3B
Ar1thmetic Reason1ng-------------------------------2A
Arithmetic Fundamentals----------------------------3A
Languaie-~------~-~--~--------------------~~-----~-3B
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Stanford Aohievement Test Form E Intermediate (Feb. 1945)
Ralph was thirteen, years and two months and in the
sixth grade (6A) when this test was given. The results

ar~:

Total---~--------------------------~--------~--------- 'B

Paragraph ,Meaning--- .. -----.---------------------- .. -----4B

Word Mean1ng------------------------------------------3B

Langu8ge-------------------~--------------------------3B
Arithmetio Reasoning--------------------------------~-5A
Arithmetic Comprehension------------------------------6A

Spel11ng----------------------------------------------3A
A oomparison of the two totals on both achievement
t~sts

indicate that Ralph's progress has been slow in the

last three years (fram grade 3A to SA).

As to the other

individual parts ot the tests he has progressed a year
(a grade) in Reading; no progress in Language; and three
years advancement was made in Arithmetio.
Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligenoe Test:

(Feb. 1945)

At the time this test was given Ralph was thirteen
years and one month, and he was i. the sixth grade.

The

scores on the individual tests are in ter.ms ot the Mental
Age:

22----------------------------------------------8-8
23----------------------------------------------7-9

Test
Test
Test 24-----------------------------------~--------~-8~lO
Test 25--------------------~-------------------------9-'
Test 26--·----------------------------------------~--8-5
Test
Test

27----------------------------------------------8-8
28---------------------------------------------11-1

Test 29---------------------------------------------12-2

Test 30----------------------------------------~----11-11
Test 31-----~----~---~-----------------------------~lO-11
Tbt81-~--------------------------------------------- 9-1
The I.Q. determined by this test for Ralph was 69,

and the classifioation this score falls into is Borderline.
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Wechsler-Bellevue Intelligence Test:

(May 1945)

Ralph was thirteen years and five months old when this
test was given to him.
ually about

2:~O

It was administered to him individ-

P. M. on May 15, 19.5.

A tew general state-

menta about the results of the test w1l1 be given here.
Only five of the twenty-five questions were answered
correctly by Ralph on the Information Test.

On the Com-

prehension Test he was rather vague in his responses in
several instances e.g. in regard to the question, "Why
should we keep away from bad company?" he answered, "You
might do it yourself".
what "it" .eant.

He gave no further referenoe as to

The examlner had to repeat each problem

on Arithmetic Test, and Ralph often repeated the problem
the third time.

Of the ten problems given htm, he answered

only four correotly.

The Memory Span for Diglts Test ls_

made up of two parts: dlgits forward and diglts backward.
Ralph repeated four diglts correotly forward and three
diglts backward.

Of the twelve groups of words present-

ed to the subject, he got full credlt on only one group
and partial credit on five groups on the S1milarities Test.
The other six groups' responses were either inferior or
he could see no likeness at all.

Tbe vocabulary Test was

also given although it had no bearing on the final score.
Of the forty-two words that he was given to define, he
received full credit on seven and partial oredit on five.
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The remaining thirty words had either inferior definitions
or none at all.
The performanoe tests unoovered some very 1nterestim, faots 1n regard to Ralph's th1nking prooesses.
Pioture Canpletion Test he 'was very slow 1n
sponae~

givi~

On the
a re-

and maD1 times he was penalized for exceeding the

time limit.

Of the fifteen pictures, he named unimportant

missing details 1n e1ght 1nstances.

He d1d very poorly on

the Pioture Arrangement Test, which deals with the abi11ty
to grasp SOCial situations.

On only the very first set

of piotures was he able to arrange them 1n their proper
sequenee.

Tbe Object Assembly Test gave an opportunity

to see the nature of this boy's working hab1ts.

He as-

sembled the manikin w1thout too much diff1culty, but he
was unable to complete the other two objeots.

On the pro-

file he got two pieoes, the nose and eye, in the correct
plaoes, and yet it was evident that it was an aCCident,
as he had not realized what he was making.

When asked if

he would like to try saneth1ng else, he refused, and continued working for nine m1nutes even though at the end of
that time he bad to giye up.

When he started

;0

assemble

the hand he remarked, "This 1s a rabbit, ain't 1t?".

He

sucoeeded in getting the thumb in the correot place, and
althougb he worked ten minutes (exceeding the time limit
seven m1nutes) be was not able to complete the work suc-
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cessfully.
for hbl.

The Blook Design Test was indeed a struggle
He oompleted only one design correctly and many

times did not realize the designs he had made were inoorrect.

In several instanoes, his

~esigns

did not torm

a square but even that did not became evident to him.

In

one design he staoked the blooks on top ot one another to
make the pattern.

In the Digit Symbol Test, he very care-

fully copied oorrectly twenty-seven ot the sixty-seven
symbols.
As one oan see, Ralph did better on the verbal part
ot this intelligence test than on the performance.

When

he was first asked to take the test he hesitated, but
finally he agreed and seemed to enjoy taking it. His
,
Verbal I. Q. was 73, his Performanoe I. Q. was 58, and
his Total I. Q. was 61 whioh oomes under the olassification of a Mental Defective.
Roger's Test of Personality Adjustment:

(May 1945)

Ralph was given this test when he was thirteen years
and five months old at the same ttme as the other members of h1s cla88 were takiag 1t.

The results of whioh

are as follows:
Personal IDfer~orit1--------------------------Average
Social Maladjustment--------------------------High
Family Maladjustment----------------,---------Average
Daydreaming-----------------------------------H1gh
Tot81--~-------~--~~-------~-~---~~--~-~------Hlgh
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In three fields (Sooial Maladjustment, Daydreaming, and
Total) he is maladjusted.
Two parts of this test wh10h are interesting but do
not affect the soores very much are the "wishes" the pupil
is allowed to seleot.

In Number 1 he is permitted to

choose fram a list of twenty-six types of persons the
three he might like to be:

Ralph chose 1) a movie star;

2) a detective; and 3) a king.

In Number 2 fourteen

wishes are listed and they are asked to choose three in
the order in which they would like to have them granted.
These are the three Ralph chose: 1) to have the boys and
girls like me better; 2) to be stronger than I am: 3) to
be better looking.

Atter looking over his wishes one can

easily understand the reasons for the "High" soores in
the two fields of the Roger's Test.
Summary:
The question to be answered now i8 "What have we
learned about Ralph that might be of value in understanding him?".
There is nothing of importanoe other than his drooping eye-lid that makes htm any ditterent in appearanoe
than an ordinary boy of his age.

His health record indi-

oates a more than normal amount of illness, and certain
speoifio diseases, i.e. Spinal Meningitis and St. Vitus
Dance have definitely had effect on his development and
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personality.

It seems perfectly safe to assume that his

inability to do as well on the performance part of the
Weohsler-Bellevue Test as on the verbal is olosely oonneoted with the faot that he suffered from a disease (Spinal Meningitis) which may oause injury to the nervous system.

His speech impediment may also have had its source

here, too.
His home environment appears to be average for the
neighborhood from which he cames, and he seems to be
happy in his hame.

The sixth grade education of the father

probably accounts for his ocoupation as a laborer.

The

family has always been willing to cooperate with the school
and are anxious for the seven children to reoeive an education.
The school record of this boy has been fairly cORsistent throughout his time in the elementary sohool.

Although

his grades have usually been below average, the remarks of
the teachers have been oonsistently good e.g.
"he is working" eto.

"he tries",

Reading seemed to be partioularly

hard for him at first, but in the higher grades he seemed
to be able to do average work in that SUbject.
Too much faith oannot be put in the teachers' ratinas
as two of the four teaohers had not had the boy in their
olasses for five and three years respectively;

the other
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two had htm wlthin the past year.

He seemed to be llked

by both his teachers and his classmates, and his soclal
as well as hls work hablts improved as he progressed
ln sChool.
,

M.uoh information was gleaned from the tests that were
given.

The reader probably wondered about the dlscrepan-

cles ln the I. Q.'s as given by the Wechsler-Bellevue and
the

Kuh~an~Anderson

Tests.

There are eight pOints dif-

terence ln the two I. Q,.s - the higher being the KuhlmannAnderson Test.

This is not hard to account tor as the

Weohsler-Bellevue is both verbal and performanoe tests
while the other is only verbal.

The tact that one I. Q..

olassities Ralph as a borderllne oase and the other as a
mental detectlve should not cause much concern, sinoe it
is evldent that hls health affeoted oertain of hls mental processes.
Both the aohievement tests that were given and the
lntelligenoe tests show that this boy has patlenoe and
persistence that have enabled him to feel some degree
of success even though his oapacltles seem limited.

Thls

faot was verifled by his 6A teacher who remarked that she
had never seen a pupl1 who put forth so much effort and
trled as hard as Ralph dld.
~The

Personality Test proved valuable

l~

helplng to

understand this boy in that lt showed he was maladjusted
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in a field that most of his teachers were not aware, i.e.
Daydreaming.

Most of them considered him a nice quiet

child who was slow but he never bothered anyone so no one
gave much thought to the matter.
The fact that he feels maladjusted socially was not
substantiated by the

teache~st

observations as they be-

lieve he gets along well with the group.

His wishes evi-

denced grandiose ideas, e.g. wanting to be a movie star
or a king, but this might be merely a eompensatory measure for the realization by him that his capaoity is l1mited.
If it is assumed that the findings of this oase
study are reliable and Ralph is a daydreamer and a socially maladjusted individual, then the fact that he was
considered attentive in shoool might not be true but
rather he was lost in his own thoughts.

This Gould be

the result of the work being too difficult or not interesting enough to him.

If he had been given the oppor-

tunity to lead instead of always following, he might have
been more ag,ressive and joined more readily in the discussions whieh would have given him notice by others and
at the same time increased his confidence in himself.

He

should have had many more opportunities to carry through
a task successfully to its oompletion. He oertainly needed to perform rather than listen as was shown by his low
performance I. Q. •

When it came to sizing up a situstion
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and making a decision, Ralph was at a loss.

More respon-

sibi1itr placed on him and encouraging him to initiate
would have helped him considerably in this regard.
Ralph is not a "problem child", but he is a pupil
in an ordinary class.

However, everyone is an individ-

ual with many complex feelings and emotions, different
capacities and abilities, different attitudes and understandings; therefore, the better that individual is understood, the greater is the success in guiding him.
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CASE STUDY OF AIMA
Descr1ption:
Alma 1s an attractive g1rl of average height and
build.

She has a pleasing manner and is polite and well

behaved.

She is dependable, but her work habits are poor.

She 1s careless and works fast instead of oarefully.

She

makes a neat appearance and haa nioe personal habits.

She

seems shy to those who first meet her, but aa she beoomes
better aoquainted this is not evident.

She has a pleasing

disposition usually, but on oooasions ahe had become irritated and she either sulks or cries.

She seems to be

well liked by all the ohildren and gets along with them
without any trouble at all.
Health:
In 1942 when Alma was nine years old she was given
a physioal examination at school and the following information resulted; nutrition, skin, soalp, eyes, ears,
glanda, heart, lungs, teeth, tonsils, nose and posture
needed no attention.
flat feet.

However, it was found that Alma had

In February 1942 her hearing was tested at the

Hearing Survey CliniC, and it was discovered that Alma had
a slight nerve deafness.

The family was notified of this

fact and were advised to inorease the content of Vitamin
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B in her diet. No one up to this time was aware Alma had

any hearing difficulty. Her vision whioh was tested in
1945 was found to be good; 20/20 in both eyes. At the time
the physioal examination was made she bad had measels, mumps
and frequent colds. However, when Alma was ten years and
nine montps old (in 1944) she suffered from appendicit±s,
and she was rushed to the hospital for an appendectomy.
She was absent frequently from school, and this was due
to the many colds she had.
'I

Home:
Alma lives in a six room house, which is rented, with
her parents and her two younger brothers and one younger
sister. Her parents are both high school graduates, and her
father is a pipe fitter for a railroad company while her
mother keeps house. The family has a 1942 Pontiao but has
no servant in the home. They have a radio but no telephone
or furnace.
A daily newspaper is delivered, and the family subscribes to

~,

western Record and Love Storl magaZines.

There are about thirty books in the home, and Alma uses
her library oard about once a month. All the members of
this family belong to a church, and Alma attends every
Sunday. She attends ooncerts which are sponsored by the
(

school, and she goes to the movies twice a week.
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School Record:
Alma's scholastic record improved as she progressed
from one grade to another.

The

corr~ents

of the teachers

were consistent; they all agreed that she wasted time
and that she should put more time on reading.

A brief

resume of her scholastic attainment follows:

Grade

*

Age * Scholastio Reoord

Kagn.
Kdgn.
lB
lA

4-7
5 ... 0
6-1
6-8

2B

7-1

2A

7-7

3B

8-0

3A

8-7

4B

9-0

4A

9-8

4A
5B

10-0
10-8

5A

11-1

6B

11-8

6A

12-1

*

Good work
---------

Good work
Below aver.exoept
Pen.Arith.Art
Aver. grades
Below aver. exoept
Pen. Art
Below aver. read.
arith.
Aver. grades except
read. lang. geog.
Below aver. geog.
read.
Below aver. arith.
spell. read.
Below aver. spell.
Below aver. read.
Above aver. pen.
Aver. grades above
aver. spell. pen.
Aver. or above in
all subjeots
Below aver. 1n read

Absenoe

olio

Teaoher's Remarks

1

Steady Worker
Absent-no grades
Tries hard
Teacher must make
Alma work
Make better use
of time
3B on trial

14

Study read1ng

9

Works too fast
not oarefull,.
Wastes t1me-work
on read1ng
Failed

17
29

12

10

9

'Ii'

13
10

4

Do1ng better
Read (Appendeotomy)
N10e work

5

Working nicely

3

Improve read1ng

5
38

Four of Alma's teachers filled out a rating scale. The
results are:
Item Rated
Cooperat1ve
Followed Direot1ons

Teaohers of Grades
2A
4B
6B
6A
Good
Good

Aver.
Aver.

Aver.
Aver.

Poor
Aver.
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Effort
Classroom Behavior
Sportsmanship
Attitude Toward Sohool Work
Personal Rabi ts
Liked by other Children
Liked by Teaoher

Aver. Aver.
Good
Aver.
Good
Aver.
Good
Aver.
Good
Aver.
Good
Aver.
Good Aver.

Good
Aver.
Aver.
Aver.
Aver.
Aver.
Aver.

Poor
Aver.
Aver.
Aver.
Aver.
Good
Poor

Results of the Test:
Proiressive Aohievement Test Primary Form A (May 19.2)
Alma was eight years and ten months old when th1s
test was given to her, and she was 1n the 3A grade.

The

results were:
Total~-----~-~~------------~-------~---~--------~---3B
Reading Vooabulary~-~-~---.--------~~----------~----2A
Reading Comprehension-------------------------------2A
Arithmetio Reason1na--------------------------------3B
Arithmetic Fundamenta1s-----------------------------3A
Langu88·-~------------------------------------------3B
From this test it oan be seen that Alma was be-

low

.~erage

(.B) i. all fields.

She was partioularly low

in reading vooabulary and oomprehension, and this sub~tantiated

the teaohers t remarks as to her inability to

read.
stanford Aohievement Test

Fo~

E Inter.mediate

(Feb. 19.5)

This test was given to all sixth graders at the same
tlme, and the results of Alma's scores are as follows:

Tot81---~-------~----~---------------~---------------4A

Paragraph Mean1ng-----~-~-------------~--------------4B
Word Mean1ng----~-----~--~--------~-~---~-~---~--~---3A
Langu8se.-~---------~~----------------------~-~~-----~B
Arithmetio Reasoning---------------------------------6B
Arithmetio Comprehension-----------------------------7B

Spelllng~---------------~------~---------------------'B
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A Comparison of these two aohievement tests proves
very interesting.

Seven ter.ms had elapsed sinoe the first

test was given, so Alma should have tmproved aocordingly.
The average level whioh she should have attained was 7B,
however, only in one oase did she reaoh this standard. In
all fields with the exoeption of arithmetio Alma improved
only two terms' work instead of the seven.

From these faots

it oan be seen that she progressed farther her first three
years in shcool than she did the following three.
Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Test

(Feb. 1945)

Alma took this test at the same time as the other
members of her olass took it.

She was twelve years and

two months old and in the 6A grade.
test are:
~st
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test

The findings of the

(iScores are in tel'Jl1s of mental age)

22-~-~----~-~·---~----·---·-----------------~-9-5
23-----------------~------~-------------------8-8

2'----------------------~--------------------11-2

25~-----------------------------~--------~--- 9-~

26-----------------~-------------------------

9-9

27--~--------------------------------~-------11-6

28-------------------------------------------13-0
29-----~--~--~-------~----------------------~12-2

30-----~~--·----~-----------~--------~-------lO-11
31-~------------~-----~----~------------~-~~-15-7

!btal---------~----~---~-----------------~-----~--ll-l
This test gave Alma an I. Q. 91.7 or an Average

classification.

(very near Dull Normal 90)

Weohsler-Bellevue Intelligence Test:

(April 19.5)

On April 23, 1945 at 2:30 P. M. this test was given
to Alma individually.

She seemed terribly nervous and
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afraid, and oocasionally she stuttered and her voice became
almost inaudible.
fore answerin;.

She hesitated for long periods of time beNot only was she slow but she was very ill

at ease throughout the entire test.
Of the twenty five questions on the Information Test
Alma was able to give only five correct answers.

Some of

the anawers she gave on the Comprehension Test were vague
and indefinite, e.,. to the question "Why should people get
a marriage license?", Alma replied, "So if something happened to the girl he could say they wereA't married, I mean
if she got killed in a wreck".

However, some of her answers

were of a higher type, and out of twenty possible credits
she received eight.

On the Arithmetic Test she answered

only three problems correctly.

She was not consistent in

the amount of time she took to work the problems;, on some
she gave an answer in three seoonds and on others she took
eight hundred seconds before she answered.

Alma was able

to recall and repeat correctly four digits forward and four
baokward on the Memory Span for Digits Test.

Asain she gave

her responses very slowly on the Similarities Test and of
the possible twenty-four credits she received only six. The
Vocabulary Test indicated her difficulty with recognizing
words.

In many oases she confused words, suoh as, army

for armory and fable for feeble.

Of the forty-two words

she reoeived full credit on eight and half oredit

for three.
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On the performance tests she worked more rapidly and
with a little more oonfidenoe.

Of the fifteen missing de-

tails on the Pioture Completion Test, Alma oould see five
of them.

She was very indeoisive and gave her answers in

the form of questions.

She aaw unimportant details that

were missing rather than the obvious ones.

Alma did very

well on the Pioture Arrange.ent Test as she reoeived credit on five of the six sets.

The Object Assembly Test proved

easy for her also, as she assembled the objects without any
difficulty and. in a very short time.

Of the

f'our:4.~igDS

that Alma worked correctly on the Block Design Test, she
seeaed to get all of' them with the exoeption of the f'irst
one by aocident.

When she made a mistake on the other

three designs she did not notioe it, but thought that the
desiin was oorrect.

The Digit Symbol Test showed how

caretu1ly Alma can work when she tries.

Of the

sixty-se~

en sy.mbo1s, she made thirty-two correot1y and received half'
credit on two (she reversed the symbol for the digit two
which is an N upside down).
Alma'. Verbal I. Q. was 76 and her
was 100.

Perfo~anoe

I. Q.

Here again d1:f'f'iou1ty in reading and school work

is evident.

The oaabiDed scores gave an I. Q. of' 87 or

Dull Norma 1.
ROler's Test of Personality Adjustment:

(May 19.5)

Alma was twelve years and four month. old when this
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was given.

The results are valuable in helping understand

this ohild.
Personal Interiority---------~-----------------------Hiih
Sooial Maladjustment---------------------------------Aver.
Family Maladjustment---------------------------------Aver.
Da1dream1Di--~---~-------------~~-~--~-------~-------Low

TOtal------·-------------·~-------~-----------------~H1gh.
Alma was maladjusted in two fields of this test, Per-

sonal Interiority and on the Total.

The faot that she is

retarded soholastioally and has been all the way through
sohool oould have had a definite etfeot on her feeling of
her own personal worth.
The persons that Alma chose to be like were 1) an
artist, 2) a housewife and 3) a nurse.

In regard to the

first wish Alma has a little more talent than the average
sixth grader but hardly enought to warrant her to train
for art as a oareer.

Her wishes would indioate that she

is maladjusted in the fields of her family and her own
feelings about herselt.

The

wishes were 1) to be better

looking, 2) to have my father and mother love me more,
and 3) to be stronger than I am.

As was seen by the soores

of the Personality Test, Alma does have an interior teeliag about herseIt which aooounts for wishes one and three.
However, there is no indioation that ahe is maladjusted
as tar as her family is oonoerned either tram the test
results or tram observation.
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Summary:
Alma makes a pleasing appearanoe and has nioe personal habit..

She enjoys good health with the exception of a

slight hearing difficulty which will correot itself with
the proper care and diet.
Her home is of moderate cirCUMstances and she has had
provided for her all the necessities.

The family seems to

be congenial and so it is indeed hard to understand her
'wish that her parents love her more, as it appears that the
members of this particular family love each other very much.
She 1s the oldest child in the family, and she m1ght feel
that she does not get as much attention as her brothers and
s1sters.
Alma's school record has not been outstanding, and
only a few school terms did she not fall below average in
some subject.

The remarks of her teachers 1ndicated her

lack of prof1oienoy in reading, and her reluotanoe to apply herself.

After she had repeated the 4A grade she seemed

to improve 1n her work.

This could be the result of allow-

ing her to mature a l1ttle more and enable her to be ready
for harder work, or it might have awaken her to the fact that
she was not doing acceptable work.

The ratings ot her teach-

ers fram the 2A grade to the SA grade did not improve, rather they became poorer.

This could only mean that her hab1ts

and attitudes did not gradually get better as they should
have.
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The test gathered much information about Alma which
was either new or helped to substantiate facts which were
thought to be true about her.

Her achievement soores were

very low in every field, and the second test scores showed
very little improvement.

What could be the cause of this?

As was shown by the intelligence tests that were given, Alma

had an I. Q. which rated her Dull Hormal.

This of course,

could account for her slowness in learning and yet she would
be expected to improve somewhat more than she did.

It also

seems strange that she did much better work in her first
three years in school than in the last three.

Could this

be explained by the fact that she reoeived better training
in these early grades, or that the work became progressively harder in the upper grades and her capaoity was not
able to cope with this more difficult work?
seems to be the more plausible answer.

The latter

Too muoh might

have been expected of this child whose abilities were not
comparable to those of an average child her age.

Easier

work should have been provided so that she could have felt
suocess a little more often which in turn would have given
her more self confidence and raised her ego to a level that
she no longer considered herself inferior.

This feeling of

inferiority was substantiated by the Roger's Test.
The two intelligence tests gave I. Q.s which were very
similar; The Wechsler-Bellevue I. Q. was 87 and the Kuhlmann-
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Anderson I.

~.

was 91.7.

These two scores are almost the

same as the classiflcatlons o£ Dull Normal and Average are
very close to both of them.

Alma's attltude when taklng

the Weohsler-Bellevue Test was lndeed lndioatlve o£ her lack
o£ sel£ confidenoe.

Her nervous and frightened £eellng, the

£aot she spoke in a faint voice, her hesltancy to speak, all
lndloate her lnterlor £eellng o£ herael£.

She need enoour-

agement to tryout things £or herself, she needs the chanoe
to lead successfully, she deslres to prove to herselt and
others that she is capable.

She muat be helped to realize

that others like her aa she is and that although she wlll
never excel to any great degree ln scholastic endeavors,
she oan be a uae£ul, respected person in the sohool and oommunity.
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CASE STUDY OF MARY

Desoription:
Mary is eleven years and four months old.
rather thin and of medium stature.

She is

She is usually well-

behaved and quiet, but ocoasionally she becomes irritated and either sulks or oauses a disturbanoe.

She is po-

lite and well-mannered both to her classmates and to the
teaohers.

Mary makes a neat appearance, and her personal

habits are very fine.

She works well in class until she

meets an obstaole and then she gives up. She does not like
to work long at one task, but likes to change often.

At

times she seems preocoupied and is not aware of those around her.

She is an average sixth grader in appearanoe

and an average pupil as far as her soholastic attainments
are oonoerned.
Health:
In 1940 Mary was examined by the school's dootor and
the following report was made: nutrition , skin, soalp,
ears, glands, heart, lungs, teeth, nose, and feet needed
no attention, and her posture was good.
not diseased but needed to be watohed.

Her tonsils were
Mary's vision in

1945 aooording to the Snellen Eye Chart was 20/30 for the
right eye and 20/30 for the left eye, whioh showed that
her eyes needed no attention.
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Chicken Pox and Measles were the only diseases Mary
has had, and she was rarely absent from school because of
sickness.

-Home:
Mary's home life seems to be typioal of those of her
classmates.

Her father is a machinist for a railroad com-

pany and her mother keeps house.
and no sisters.

She has one older bi:'other

The brother has been a definite disoiplin-

ary problem throughuut his school like.

The parents did not

oooperate with the school in an attempt to help the boy with
his difficulties.

However, Mary has given no cause to call

in the parents, and they in turn have not been active in any
school affairs.

All the members of this family are easily

angered and display a laok of self-control when a diffieulty arises.
They live in a seven room house which they rent. They
have a radio, furnace, but no telephone.

They have lived

in Louisville for four years, and previous to this they
lived in the country.
vant in the home.

They have no automobile nor a ser-

A daily newspaper is delivered and the

following magaZines are subscribed to:

Outdoor Life,

~,

FiShing, and Collie~. There are five books in Mary's
home, and although she does not have a library card, she
goes to the Library onoe a month.
She is a member of a ohuroh and attends regularly.
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However, her parents do not belong.

Mary attends all of the

concerts which are sponsored by the school, and she really
seems to enjoy them.

She goes to the neighborhood movie

twice a week, and she prefers westerns, comedies, mysteries and love stories.

Sohool Re cord:
Mary's scholastic record has been consistent; her grades
have been average throughout most of her time in school. The
remarks of her teaohers indioate that her grades could have
been better if she had put forth more effort.
The following table is brief resume of her school progress whioh was taken from the school records:

GRlDE

*

AGE

*

SCHOLASTIC RECORD

*

IBSEN"dE

*

TEACHERS I MARKS

(The first two grades were spent in the country - no recordS
were available)
3B

8-2

3A

8-4

4B
4A

8-11
9-3

Grades below average
1
except arith. music,
art
All grades average or 0
above except reading
All grades average
0
All grades average
16

5B
5A

9-11
10-4

All grades average
All grades average

6B

10-11 Grades improved

0

6A

11-4

3

Average grades

0
2

Keep trying
Work on oral
reading
Work on read.
Improving, not
serious about
work
Study
You could make
l's if you
studied
Lacks self-control-gives up
when she makes
a mistake
Doing nicely
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Only two of Mary's teaohers were available in filling
out a rating scale on her, but the results were significant enough to include them in this study:

Item rated
Cooperative
Followed Directions
Effort
Classroom Behavior
Sportsmanship
Attitude Toward School Work
Personal Habits
Like by Other Children
Like by Teacher

Grade

Teachers
6B

6.1

Aver.
Aver.
Aver.
Aver.
Aver.
Aver.
Good
Aver.
Aver.

Poor
Poor
Aver.
Poor
Poor
Aver.
Good
Aver.
Aver.

Results of'the Tests:
Progressive Achievement Test Primary For.m A: (May, 1942)
Mary was eight years and eight months old and 1n the
last half' of the Third Grade when this test was admin1stered.

The results are:

Total---------------------·----~~---------~----------3A
Reading Vocabular1-----~------~----------------------2B

Reading Comprehension--------------------------------3B
Arithmetic Reasoning---------------------------------2A
Arithmetio Fundsmentsls------------------------------3A
Langu8ge------~-----~----------~-----------------~---3B

This test substantiates the teaohers' grades 1n regard to
Mary's slowness in learaiDS to read.
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Stanford Aoh1evement Test

Fo~

E Intermed1ate (Feb. 19.5)

Th1s test was g1ven to Mary when she was 1n the s1xth
grade.

She was eleven years and four months old.

The re-

sults are:

Total-------------------------------~-------------~--- -SB

Paragraph Mean1ns-------------------------------------~5A
Word Mean1ng----~-------------~---------------~-----··-(B

Language-------------------~------------~--------------~B

Arithmetio Re88on1ng--~--------------------------------6B
Ar1thmet1c Camprehens1on-------------------------------7A

Spel11ng-----------------------------------------------~B
A oampar1son of the two aohievement'tests wh1ch were
g1ven three years apart 1nd1cate the follow1ng th1ngs; (1)
Mary 1mproved only one and a half years or three terms
on the total of these tests, (2) she 1mproved two years
1n read1ng, three and a halt years in arithmetio and one
year in language, and (3) she had not progressed as far
her last three years in sohool as she did the first three.
Kuhlmann-Anderson Intel11genoe Test:

(Feb. 1945)

This test was given at the same time as the Stanford
Aohievement Test, and Mary was eleven years and four months
old and in the 6A grade.

The soores on the individual tests

are in terms at Mental Age:
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test

22----------~-----------------------------~---~-~9-0
23-----------------------~-----~--~--------------8·8
2f---------------------~------------------------1'-9
25------~---------------------------------------lO-lO

Test
Test
Test
Test

28-------~--------------------------------------lO-6
29-------------------------------------------~-~11-7

26-~-----~----------------------~--------------~11~11
Test 27---------------------------------------------8-8

30---~-~-------------------·---~---~----------~-12-7
31------------~-------------------~-----------~-13-0
Total----------------------------------------------~-l1-3
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The I. Q. deter.mined'by this test for Mary was 99, and
this score falls into the classification of Average.
Weohsler-Bellevue Intelligence Test:

(April 1945)

This test was given to Mary on April 10, 1945 at 2:30
P. M. At the time this test was administered she was eleven
years and six months old.

A few general statements about

the results of this test may be made:
On the Information Test Mary answered only two of the twentyfive questions correctly.

She freguently answered "I don't

know" and two of her incorrect responses were that Egypt
and Brazil were in the United States.

She gave more ade-

quate answers on the Comprehension Test as she received full
or partial credit on six of the ten statements.

Out of ten

problems on the Arithmetic Test Mary answered five correctly.

She gave up very easily on the others and did not take

the full time allotted.

On the Digit Test Mary repeated

five digits forward and three digits backward.

Of the twelve

groups of words on the Similarities Test she was very slow
in giving a response and received full credit on two, groups
and partial oredit on three groups.

The Vooabulary Test

has no bearing on the final soore but the results of it
were used to substantiate the findings of the two achievement tests.

As was found on the other tests Mary had dif-

fiou1ty with word recognition and meaning, and this test
indicates this also.

Of the forty-two words she was given to
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define

c,

Mary gave satisfactory responses to six and she

received partial credit on four.
On the various performanoe tests Mary worked more
rapidly and with a little more enthusiasm than she displayed
while taking the verbal parts of the test.

Mary gave very

rapid responses on the Pioture Completion Test, and she
named eight of the missing details oorreotly out of a possible fifteen.

On the Pioture Arrangement Test Mary as-

sembled the piotures in their proper order with much speed
and accuracy.

She reoeived full or partial credit on all

that were given her.

The Object Assembly Test seemed to

be another easy test for Mary.
ly and without any mistakes;
working so rapidly.

She put these together quickshe received extra credit for

Mary found the Block Design Test diffi-

oult and she gave up on four of the seven deSigns sbe was
given to make;
lye

tbe other three designs she worked oorreot-

Again on the Digit Symbol Test Mary worked fast, and

made thirty-nine of the sixty-seven symbols right.
Mary did much better on the Performance Tests than on
the Verbal Tests.

Her Verbal I. Q. was

a6

while her Per-

formance I. Q. was 118, and the Total I. Q. was 102 whioh
cames under the classification of Average.

Mary's atti-

tude toward the Verbal Tests might aooount for the fact
she did not do as well on it, as she did not seem to be
trying.

She seemed restless even a little aggravated, and
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the examiner felt that she was glad when it was over.
Roger's Test of Personality Adjustment:

(May, 1945)

This test was given to Mary together with her Classmates.

The results are a8 follows:

Personal Inferiority---------------------------High
Social Maladjustment---------------------------Average
Family Maladjustment---------------------------Low
D8ydream1ng-------~---------~--------------~---Low

Tot81----------------------------------------~-Average

Mary is maladjusted according to this test in the field
of Personal Inferiority.
From the list of persons that she might like to be,
Mary chose 1) a housewife, 2) a nurse, and 3) a teacher.
Mary's three wishes that she would like to have granted
were 1) to have the boys and girls like me better, 2) to
play games better, and 3) to be brighter than I am now.
These wishes bear out the findings of the Roger's Test
that Mary does feel personal inferiority.
Summary:
Muoh has been learned about Mary from the various
methods employed, and this information will be discussed
now.
Mary is a very average looking girl who is rather
quiet until she meets with a problem with which she is
unable to cope.

Her health record is good as she has been

ill very little even escaping most of the childhood diseases.

Her attendance at school was good whioh indicates
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also that she was well.
The home conditions of this child are

modera~e

as

far as material aspeots are concerned, but the family
neither cooperates with the school nor with their neighbors (this was related by another parent in the neighborhood) •
Mary's school record has been satisfactory and oonsistent throughout her elementary sohool career.

She has

made average grades, but most of her teachers felt she
could have done better work if she had tried.

Reading

oame hard to her, not so muoh comprehension but the recognition of words, and this was evident throughout the
four grades she was in school in Louisville.

Since it

was found she had average intelligence, she should have
been able to have beoome more effioient in this skill.
The ratings of the two teaohers differed in four respeots;
the teacher who had had Mary in her class in 6A rated her
lower than the teaoher who had her previously.

This is

explained partly by the different personalities of the
two teachers, but at the same time Mary seemed to retrogress in her work habits.
The tests helped to reiterate many faots about Mary
which seemed to be felt about her.

For example, her teach-

ers agreed that she did not try and gave up very easily when
confronted with a diffioult situation.

This was shown 1n
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the administering of the Wechsler-Bellevue Test where the
examiner has an opportunity to watCh his subject taking the
test.

Mary worked hard and fast on the tests she liked or

found easy, but those that proved to be a little more difficult she gave up sometimes without even trying.

Another in-

teresting fact that this intelligence test uncovered was the
thirty-two points difference between the Verbal and Performance I. Q.s.

The f.aat that the higher one was the perform-

ance further shows that Mary was retarded in reading.
of the intelligence tests given to her placed her I.

Both
~.

in

the classification of Average.
The Roger's Personality Test helped the teacher to understand Mary by showing she was maladjusted in regard to her
feeling of herself.

The fact that she felt inferior might

be the reason for her restlessness and irritation when she
could not accomplish a task.

She needs to develop initia-

tive and self confidence, and then in turn she will meet
a difficult situat10n with the idea of trying until she
works it out satisfactorily.
Since self-reliance and self-confidence need to be
stimulated 1n this child before her sense of personal worth
will improve, then this is the point to start fram in guiding her.

The task should not be hard as she has average in-

telligence and the factor most responsible for this feeling
of inferiority is the fact that she had difficulty with reading which plays a big part in a child's l1fe at school, and

the faot that she feels the ohildren do not like her well
enough.

If she were allowed to lead oooasionally and oar-

ry a task through with suooess and oonsequently with notioe
from others, her problem might no longer exist.

Her out-

look on life would ohange if she felt that she was not inferior and others would realize that she was an individual
who oould bring something worthwhile to them.

No one fails

more easily than he who thinks he is not oapable.
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CASE STUDY OF SAM
Desoription:
Sam is a very attraotive youngster of average height
and he has a very winning smile.

He is well mannered and

polite and is liked by everyone.

He has a pleasant dispo-

sition and is dependable.

He has nice work habits as well

as personal and SOCial habits.
as he is neat and olean.

He makes a nioe appearanoe

He meets any new situation with

oonfidenoe and never worr1ea too muoh about any mistakes
he makes.

He has a wholesome personality and his judgment

is respeoted by all the members in his olass.

He is a good

sport and his sense of fair play is not limited to the playground.
Health:
Sam's health examination in 1941 uncovered the following faots about his physioal make-up: nutrition, skin, scalp
eyes, ears, glands, heart, lungs, teeth, nose and feet needed no attention, but his tonsils needed care immediately.
His vision was good when tested in 1945 with the Snellen Eye
Chart.

His right eye was 20/20 and his left eye was also

20/20.

He has had only one Childhood disease up to this

time and that was measles.

He attended school fairly regu-

larly and always seemed to have an abundance of energy.
~:.

Sam lives in a four room apartment which his family
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rents.

They have a radio, telephone and a furnaoe. He bas

an older brother and a younger sister.

His father graduat-

ed from high sohool and works as a pipe fitter, while his
mother who is also a high sohool graduate keeps house. The
family has a 1938 Plymouth, but they do not have a servant
in the home.
They reoeive a newspaper eaoh day and subsoribe to
~,

Collier's, Parent, and

magazines.

~

hundred books are in the house.

At least one

Sam does not attend any

oonoerts nor does he go to the library.
a ohuroh and attends oooasionally.

He is a member of

Western, mysteries,

oomedies and historioal movies are his preferenoe, and he
goes to the movies about three times a week.
Sohool Reoord:
Sam's sohool reoord shows that he was a little above
average in his soholastio endeavors, but it was felt that
he oould have done even better if he had tried.

The fol-

lowing ohart briefly gives an aooount of his soholastio
reoord:

GRADE

*

AGE

*

SCHOLASTIC RECORD

*

ABSENCE

*

TEACHER'S REMARKS

(Sam's first year of sohooling was spent in Nashville, Tennessee-no reoords were available)
2B

7-8

2A

8-0

Aver. grades in
all subjeots
Aver. grades

10

Wastes Time

o

Good Worker
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3B

8-8

3A

8-11

4B

9-7

4A
5B

9-11
10-7

5A

6B

11-0
11-6

6A

12-0

Aver. or above in
all subjects exoept
reading
Above aver or aver.
in all subjeots
Aver. or above in
all subjects
All Aver. grades
Aver. grades in all
subjects below aver.
in reading
Aver. grades or above
Aver. or above in all
subjects
Aver. or above in all
subjeots

Improving is
interested

o

Good Work

4

Good Work

7

Should make Its
Should improve
in reading

24
9
7

Good Work
Good Work

2

DOing nioely

Three teachers filled out a rating scale on Sam, and
the results are as follows:
Item Rated
Cooperative
Followed Directions
Effort
Classroom Behavior
Sportsmanship
Attitude Toward School Work
Personal Habits
Liked by Other Children
Liked by Teacher

Teaohers of Grades
2A
4B
6A
Aver.
Aver.
Aver.
Aver.
Aver.
Aver.
Aver.
Aver.
Aver.
Aver.
Aver.
Aver.
Good
Good
Aver.
Aver.
Aver.
Aver.
Aver.
Aver.
Aver.
Good
Aver.
Good
Good
Aver.
Good

Results of the Tests:
Progressive Achievement T&st Primary Form A:

(May 1942)

Sam was nine years and three months and in the 3A
grade when this test was given.

The results are:

Total--~~-----------------------------------------4B
Reading Vooabu18r1~-~---------------------------~~4B
Reading Comprehension-----------------------------3A
Arithmetic Reasoning------------------------------4B
Arithmetic Fundamentals---------------------------4A
Language----------------------~-------------------3A

Sam was below average in reading comprehension and one
term above the average in arithmetio fundamentals.
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These results suggest that Sam has done only average
work his first three years in sohoo1.
Stanford Aohievement Test Form E Intermediate (Feb. 1945)
This test was given to the entire sixth grade, and
at that time Sam was twelve years and one month old.

This

test shows the following:
Tot81------~-------~-------------~~-------------------6B
paragraph Me8n1ng-~-------~---------------------------6B

Word Mean1ng---------------------------------·--------4B

Langu8ge-------------------------------------~--------7B
Arithmetic Reason1ng---------------------------------~8B
Arithmetic Comprehension------------------------------8B

Spel11ng----------------------------------------------5B

A comparison of the two achievement tests tell muoh
as to how Sam progressed in his sohoo1 work in three years.
He should have

~proved

at least six terms in all fields,

however on the total he improved only four terms whioh made
him fall below the average standard.

He did not improve

at all in word meaning, but he beoame more effioient in
comprehending.

His language soores improved seven terms,

and he showed remarkable strides in arithmetio raising the
second soore eight terms above the first.
Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Test

(Feb. 1945)

This test was administered at the same time as the
Stanford Achievement Test and was also given to the class
as a whole.

The individual tests soores are given in terms

of mental age:
Test 22-----~---------------------------------------lO-lO
Test 23------------~-----~-----~----------~--------- 9-8
Test 24-~-----------------------------------------~-12-11

Test 25---------------------------------------------10-10
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Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test

26--~-~---~------------~------------------------11-11
27----------~-~---------------------------------13-7
28---------------------------------------------~11-8
29----------------------------------------~-----11-7

30----------------------------------------------14-3

31~--------------------·------------------------11-lO
Total------------------------------------------------l1-10
This test gives Sam an I. Q. of 98.6 which indicates

that he has average intelligence.
Wechsler-Bellevue Intelligence Test:

(April, 1945)

This intelligence test was given to Sam individually
April 21, 1945 at 2:30 P. M.

He seemed to enjoy taking the

test, and he had a very serious attitude throughout.

The

results which follow are interesting:
Of the twenty-five questions which were given to him on
the Information Test Sam answered twelve correctly. Of the
ten questions on the Comprehension Test he gave no answer
for three of them and an inferior reply for a fourth one.
However the remaining six answers he gave were good.

Sam

worked very rapidly on the Arithmetic Test and gave correct responses for eight of the ten problems.
were given without any hesitation at all.

His answers

He was able to

repeat six numbers toward and four backward on the Memory
Span for Digits Test.

On the Similarities Test he gave

good responses for six of the twelve questions but he gave
no reaponse at all tor the others.

The Vocabulary Test

did not seem to interest him as much as some of the others,
and he did not do as well as this test.

Of the forty-two

words which were given to him he received full credit on his
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definitions for thirteen of them and one half oredit for
two of them.

His nioe sense of humor was displayed while

he was taking this test; he gave as a definition of the
word "baoon", first as "something the human body eats", then
he laughed at himself and said "meat".
The performanoe tests interested him more than the verbal tests had done.

On the Pioture Completion Test he gave

thirteen of the fifteen missing details very rapidly.

He

just glanoed at the card, and then gave the correct answer;
fram this it is obvious that his sense of perception is keen.
Again on the Picture Arrangement Test he displayed
and skill.

sp~ed

He arranged all six groups of piotures correotly

although he reoeived only partial oredit on the last set.
The Blook DeSign Test whioh proved to be diffioult for many
of the members of Sam's olass was not at all difficult for
him.

He worked the seven designs correctly and on many of

them received extra credit for speed.

Not only did he put

the design together fast, but he went about doing it in a
sensible way.

He did not use the trial and error method.

On the Digit Symbol Test, Sam-made thirty-one of the symbols oorrectly, and he probably could have oompleted more
exoept for the fact that he had difficulty making the syneo1
for the digit 2 (whioh is an "N" upside down" ")
.Sam did oonsiderab1y better on the performanoe part
of the test than on the verbal test.

His Verbal I. Q.

was 105 while his Performance I. Q. was 126.

This 21
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points difference is due in part to the faot that Sam was
retarded in reading which does have some influence on these
tests.

The oombined Verbal and Performance I. Q.s gave a

total I. Q. of 118 or Bright Normal.
Roger's Test of Personality Adjustment:

(May 1945)

This test was given to the class as a whole, and Sam
was twelve years and four months old when it was given.
Personal Inferiority-------------------------------Low
Sooial Maladjustment-------------------------------Aver.
Family Maladjustment-------------------------------Aver.
D8ydream1ng-------------------~----------~--~---~--Low

Tot81~---------------------------------------------Low
Sam showed up very well on this test as he is well
adjusted in all fields.

This fact was substantiated by

those who know him.
He chose the following as the persons he would like
to be, 1) a detective, 2) a king and 3) a lawyer. These do
not seem to be the choioes he would make, particularly the
first two.

His wishes also seemed peculiar for him to

make; 1) to have my father and mother love me better, 2)
to have more money to spend and 3) to be stronger than I
am.

He seems to be happy at home and his family appear

to be congenial, so this wish was a little puzzling.

He

might like to have more money to spend although it is apparent that he has everything he needs in a material way.
The last wish was also strange for Sam to make, because
he has been ill very little and he plays all the games better than most of the boys in his class.
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Summary:
Sam has many qualities which will help him get along
without too muoh diffioulty.

He makes a nioe appearanoe,

he is healthy, and he has ability.
His home life appears to be wholesome, and he has all
the neoessities of 111.8.

The faot that he wished his fath-

er and mother loved him more is indeed hard to understand.
Either he put it down as a wish because he could not think
of anything else or beoause there is something in the home
life of this boy that is not known by the school and his associates.

He seems proud of his little sister who is about

eight years younger than he, but he might be jealous of the
attention she gets.
Sam's school reoord had been average.

He received tor

the most part average grades, although in the upper grades
he improved in some SUbjects.

He was rated average on the

majority of traits by his teaohers on the rating soale. On
sportsmanship and being liked by both ohildren and teachers he received a higher rating.

This fact that he was

well liked by all helped to give him the wholesome personality he possesses.

This was also shown by the soores on

the Roger's Test.
The tests gave additional information about Sam whioh
was valuable in helping to understand him better.

The

achievement tes't sooras showed that Sam progressed more rapidly in his last three years in the elementary school than
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in his first three.

However, he never quite caught up with

the standard he should have reached in some fields, particularly in word recognition and meaning.

This had a defi-

nite effect on the verbal score of the WeChsler-Bellevue
Test.

It seems that this boy had either a very poor start

in learning to read or some kind of problem which hindered
his learning, because he improved very little in word recognition although he became more efficient in comprehending
what he had read.
Since Sam's I. Q.s on both intelligence tests were
average and bright normal respectively, it seems that Sam
should have been able to do better on the achievement tests
that were given him.

The teachers' grades agree that he

was an average pupil, but some of them felt that he could
have done better.

Again it could have been influenced by

some happening in his very early schooling of which we have
no record or it might be something in his make-up which has
not been obvious to anyone.
The Roger's Test seemed to give a correot picture of
Sam's personality.
adjusted and happy.

All who know him agree that he is well
His ability to get along with everyone,

his attitudes in the olassroom and on the playground and the
opinions of his teachers all indicate a well developed personality.
Sam should use his ability to the fullest.

If as his

I. Q. indioates that he can do better than the average boy
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or girl his age, he should not be oontent with less.

He

should use his abilities and capacities to their fullest.
In one specific instanoe he should apply himself and learn
to read better and increase his vooabulary.

He should be

helped to realize that to enjoy a full life and a profitable one all one's powers must be utilized.
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CASE STUDY OF SARA
~ription:

Sara is eleven years and four months old.
for her age, but has a very mature face.

She is small

She is polite and

well mannered, and she has a very pleasant disposition. She
wears glasses, and her appearance is neat.

One cannot help

but notice her hair as she wears it in a fashion which makes
her look very old.

Her clothes are well kept, but they too

seem to have a style too old for her.
class are excellent.

Her work habits in

She works diligently at all tasks, and

when she encounters something she does not understand she
worries about it.

Even though she has a mature intellect

and many attitudes beyong her chronological age, nevertheless in many ways she is immature - particularly in her emotional development.
Health:
Sara was examined by the school physician in 1941 and
the following report was given: nutrition, skin,

soa~p,

eyes,

ears, heart, lungs, teeth, and nose needed no attention; but
her posture was only fair, her tonsils and glands needed to
be watohed and she had flat feet.

In 1945 Sara's vision ac-

cording to the Snellen Eye Chart was 20/100 for her left eye
and 20/200 for her right eye without her glasses and 20/30
in her right eye and 20/70 in her left ~ye with her glasses.
From this it oan be seen that her vision is greatly impa1re4
but that her glasses help to correct this to some extent.
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Her reoord of ohildhood diseases inoluded measles, tonsilitis, and diphtheria.

She was absent from sohool quite

•

frequently, but this was not due entirely to poor health as
will be shown in the following pages.
Home:
............
Sara's home oonditions and standard of living are a
little above the average ohild's in her olass.

Her father

oompleted two years of oollege and her mother graduated
from high sohool.
mother keeps house.
ly and Sara.

The father works in a war plant and the
There are two older boys in the fami-

They rent a seven room house, and they have

two radios, a telephone and a furnace.

The family has a

1942 Pontiac, but have no servant in the home.

A newspaper is delivered to the house eaoh day, and
they subscribe to the following magazines:
Saturday Evening Post,

~

Collier's

~,

and American Girl.

They have

about one hundred and sixty-five books in the home.
,

c

has a library card which she uses every two weeks.

Sara
She at-

tends concerts ocoasionally with her family and also those
that are sponsored by the school.

Everyone in the family

is a member of a ohurch and attends every Sunday.

Sara

goes to the movie about once a week, and she likes mysteries, musicals, comedies, historical pictures, and love storieee
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Sohool Reoord:
Sara's soholastio reoord has been very interesting.
The first three years of her sohool life she made average
grades, ,but her teaohers felt she oould have done better
had she oome to sohool more regularly.

In the 3A grade a

notation was found on the reoord that her mother often
found her sitting on the front poroh when she should have
been in sohool.

From the fourth grade on her grades 1m-

proved and her absenoe deoreased.

The following ohart

was taken fram her sohool reoords:

GRADE
.....

*

AGE

*

SCHOLASTIC RECORD

*

ABSENCE

* TEACHER'S REMARKS

(The first grade was spent in Lexington, Kentuoky-no reoords
were available)
2B
7-0
Average grades
1
Earnest Worker
2A
7-0
Average grades
29
Earnest Worker
(She oame in the 2B at the very end of the term and spent
only two weeks in this grade.)
7-8
Average grades
14
Progress hindered
3B
by absenoe
Above aver. grades
20
Would do exoellent
3A
8-0
in read. pen. musio
work if attendance
geography
were regular
Above aver. in all
17
Fine Worker
4B
8-8
subjects exoept art
and musio
Above aver. all grades 4
Exoellent Worker
4A
9-0
Above aver. all grades 8
Exoellent Worker
5B
9-8
Above aver. all grades 9
Bright, happy
5A
10-0
exoept geog. his. art
ohild, good worker
soienoe
Aver. in spell. art
4
Good Worker
6B
10-8
arith. above in rest
Above aver. all grades 17
Splendid Worker
6A
11-0
Sinoe Sara was new to this sohool this year only one
teaoher was able to fill out the rating soale, but the results are interesting:

Item Rated

6A Teaoher's Rating

Cooperative
Followed Direotions
Effort
Classroam Behavior
Sportsmanship
Attitude Toward Sohool Work
Personal flabi ts
Liked by Other Ch1ldren
Liked by Teaoher

Good
Good
Good
Good
Aver.
Good
Aver.
Aver.
Good

Results of the Tests:
Progress1ve Aohievement Test Primary Form A: (May, 1942)
Sara was e1ght years and four months when th1s test
was g1ven.

She was in the last half of the th1rd grade.

The results are:

Tot81----~---------~----~------~---------------------4A
Read1ng Vooabulary-----------------------------------5B
Read1ng Comprehensive--------------------------------5B
Arithmet10 Reason1ng---------------------------------4A
Ar1thmetio Fundamentals------------------------------4B
Langu8ge--------------------------------------------~4A
As oan be seen fram th1s test Sara was above average in
all fields exoept ar1thmetio fundamentals, but she was
most eff101ent 1n reading skills.
Stanford Aoh1evement Test Form E Intermediate (Feb. 1945)
Th1s test was g1ven to the s1xth grade, and at that
t1me Sara was eleven years one month old.

Total-----------------------------------------------10B

Paragraph Mean1ng-----------------------------------10B
Word Mean1ng--------------------------------------~~lOB

Language--------------------------------------------10B

Arithmet10 Reason1ng-------------------------------- 9B
Arithmet10 Camprehension----------------------------10B
Spell1ng------------------------------------------~~ 9A
A oompar1son of the two aoh1evement tests shows that
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Sara progressed eleven
three years.

te~s

or five and one-half years in

She progressed ten terms in 'reading, twelve

terms in arithmetio and eleven

te~s

in language.

One oan

see that Sara developed soholastioally muoh more rapidly
during the time she was eight years and eight months until
she was eleven years and one month than she had up until
that time.
Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligenoe Test:

(Feb. 1945)

Sara was eleven years and one month old when this test
was administered, and she was in the SA grade.

The soores

of this test are in terms of mental age:
Test
Test
Test
Test

22---------------------~--------~--------------13~10
a3~------------~-----------~------------~------16-10
24------------------------------------------~-~15-5

25-----------------------------------------~---15-11

Test 26---------------------------------------------11-4
Test 27---------------------------------------------13-7
Test 28-------~-------------------------------------19-0
Test
29---------------------------------------------15-3
Test 30---------------------------------------------16-0

Test 31--~--------------~-----------------------~---19-10
Tot81-~---------------------------------------------15-8
Aooording to this test Sara has a mental age whioh

exoeeds her chronological age four years and seven months.
Her I. Q. as determined by this test is 141 whioh 01ass1fies her as having Very Superior Intelligence.
Weohsler-Bellevue Intelligenoe Test:

(April 1945)

This intelligenoe test was given to Sara April 5, 1945
at 2:30 in the afternoon.

She was very consoientious while

taking the test and at times seemed worried.

She thought

carefully before she answered any questions, and throughout
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the test she remarked that she was not dOing very well.
In spite of this attitude she had a very high I. Q. aooording to this test, and the examiner was impressed with her
unusual ability to express herself.
Of the twenty-five questions given her on the Information Test she answered eleven oorreotly, and she was quite
perturbed beoause she oould not answer more.

She knew who

wrote Shakespeare but was unable to anser the number of
weeks in a year, the date of Washington's birthday, and the
number of pints in a quart.

On the Comprehension Test she

reoeived fUll or partial oredit on six of the ten questions.
Sara thought a long time before she answered, and she expressed herself sensibly and well.

Out of ten possible prob-

lems on the Arithmetio Test she answered seven oorreotly.
The Digit Memory Test proved she listened oarefully and retained what she had heard as she was able to repeat nine
numbers forward and six backward.

Sara saw the way in whioh

the groups of words on the Sumilarities Test were alike.
Out of twelve groups she received full or partial oredit on
nine of them.

The Vooabulary Test indioated that Sara was

a profioient reader, beoause she was able to define twenty
words of the forty-two given.

She reoeived full oredit for

fifteen words and half oredit for five.
If she had little oonfidenoe of her ability on the
verbal part of the test, she had even less on the performanoe tests.

On the Pioture Completion Test she saw nine
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missing details of the fifteen given.

She missed obvious

ones suoh as the pig's tail that was missing.

Of the six

groups of piotures on the Pioture Arrangement Test she arranged four groups oorreot1y.

The manikin and the profile

on the Objeot Assembly Test were easy for her and she assembled them in a short time, however the hand proved diffioult.

She worked past the time limit and still oould not

tell what it was.

The Blook Design Test was no task for

Sara as she oomp1eted the first five designs in forty seoonds or less even though she had from seventy-five to one
hundred and fifty seconds for each one.

On the sixth de-

sign she worked it correctly but exoeeded the t1melimit,
and on the seventh one she had to give up without working
it successfully.

On the Digit Symbol Test she worked very

carefully and completed twenty-nine symbols correctly. However she felt she had not written enough of them.
There were thirty-four pOints difference between Sara's
Verbal I. Q. which was 137 and her Performanoe I. Q. which
was 103.

Since the Verbal I. Q. is affeoted by one's edu-

cation and the amount one has read and remembering this
child's high aohievement grades, it is not hard to understand the reason for the unusually high I. Q. on the
verbal part of this test.

Her total I. Q. on this test

was 122 or Superior.
Roger's Test of Personality Adjustment:

(May 1945)

This was administered as a group test.
are:

The results
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Personal Inferiority------------------------------Aver.
Sooial Maladjustment------------------------------High
Family Maladjustment------------------------------Low
D8ydream~ng-~~~-~---------------------------------Hlgh

Total---------------------------------------------Aver.
From this test Sara is maladjusted sooially and she

daydreams.
From the list of persons she would like to be Sara
ohose 1) a lawyer, 2) a teaoher, and 3) a business woman.

She wished 1) to be brighter than I am now, 2) to

be s.ronger than I am now, and 3) to have the boys and
girls like me better.
Summary:
The more that is known about an individual the better
he oan be understood and Sara is no exoeption.
Sara is smaller in stature than most sixth graders,
and she is also a few months younger than most.

However,

what she laoks 1n physioal appearanoe she more than oompensates for having a keen intelleot.

Her health reoord

is good as she has had only one serious disease whioh was
diphtheria.

She was absent frequently from sohool the

~irst

four grades in sohool, but this was due to the faot she did
not care for sohool.

She was shy and afraid.

As she pro-

gressed in grades her attendanoe beoame more regular.
She 1s indeed fortunate that she oomes from a home
whioh oan provide her not only with the material neoessities, but with sympathetio and understanding guidanoe as
well.
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Sara has had an enviable school record.

The first years

in school she was average, but as she moved upward into
higher grades she became an excellent student.

The rating

of her sixth grade teacher showed that she had good work
habits but that she was rated only average when it came
to sportsmanship and being liked by other ohildren.

These

two faots were substantiated by the Roger's Personality Test
when Sara wished she would be stronger and others would like
her better.
The tests that were given showed as did her teachers'
grades that she progressed more rapidly in grades four
through six than she did in grades one through three.

The

achievement test that was given to Sara in the sixth grade
showed that she was far above the average sixth grade pupil whioh might account for the faot that the ohildren did
not qUite understand her, and she in turn felt that they
did not like her.

Her score on the Kuhlmann-Anderson

In-

telligenoe Test placed her I. Q.. as Very Superior while
her responses on the Weohsler-Belle:vue Test indioated her
I. Q. was Superior.

This disorepanoJ is due to the fact

that the former test is purely reading or of the verbal type
while the latter is made up of both the verbal arid performanoe types.
The Roger's Personality Test indicated that Sara is
maladjusted sooially and tends to daydream.

Both of these

faots could be attributed to her superior intelligenoe and
the faot that when asked if she could change the school
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what would she doe, she replied, "I would make the work
harder".

It is indeed a ohallenge to a teacher to have a

child suoh as Sara in her class and keep her interested
while the majority of the class is average or below average in intelligenoe.

Extra tasks to be performed, work that

is more diffioult than the remainder of the 019ss oan do
not only reaohes this child's need, but at the same time
allows her to oontribudle something to the class that none
of the other ohildren could bring to the group.

The re-

sults o'f suoh a prooedure not only would help Sara have
more experienoes but give her prestige in the eyes of others which is what this child obviously needs.

Having a

good intelleot is not enough for her as she needs the oompanionship of those her own age whioh she feels she is not
getting.
Although she has a superior intelligenoe she is supersensitive to any mistakes she makes.

She worries entirely

too muoh about any deficienoy she thinks she haa.

To point

out to this ohild that no one can do everything perfeotly,
and no one is expected to, would undoubtedly help her to
feel more at ease and relaxed.

She should be given an op-

portunity to gain respect and admiration from her olassmates, whioh in turn should enable her to make a more satisfaotory sooial adjustment.

If her work is ohallenging

enough, she will not have time to daydream.

Junior High

Sohool and the dividing of olasses acoording to intelligenoe and aohievement will help this ohild immeasureably.
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Perhaps being with a more seleoted group, nearer her own
ability will make her feel more a part of it.

~
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CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY

Sinoe eaoh oase study in Chapter III was summarized
individually, this ohapter will be devoted to the presentation of the findings, and as a result of these findings oonolusions, oonoerning the entire olass of whioh
Ralph, Mary, Sara, Sam and Alma were members, will be suggested.
De s oript'i on:
This 6A Class was an average olass, very muoh like
any of the 6A olasses which came before it in the school
in which this, study was made.

The pupils look like most

sixth graders; the largest child was 63 inohes tall and
weighed 146 pounds, while the

smalle~was 53i

inohes tall

and his weight was 67 pounds. The average weight for the
twenty boys in this olass was 96 pounds an? their average
height was 59 inohes.

The average weight for the ten girls

in this olass was 89 pounds, and their average height was
58 inches.

The average age of the boys was twelve years

and the girls' average age was twelve years and one month.
This olass was unusual in one respeot in oomparison
with olasses in the past in that there were twioe as many
boys as girls.

However, as this seemed to be true to some

extent in all olasses in the sohool at this time, this
oould not be oonsidered as too unusual.
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With the exoeption of one boy the olass was rated as
having satisfaotory personal habits by their SA teaoher.
She rated only three boys in the olass as having unsatisfaotory sooial habits, and five boys from the entire olass
were rated unsatisfaotory in work and play habits.

From

this it oan be seen that the habits of the majority of the
olass were good.
The olass as a whole was well behaved with the exoeption of one boy who was annoying and at times was a nuianoe.

However, the remainder of the olass oonduoted them-

selves well and gave their unruly olassmate no notioe or
enoouragement.
Health:
Of the thirty pupils in this olass all were examined
by the sohool physioian with the exoeption of three boys
and two girls who were not examined beoause they had not,
been in this sohool system until their last term of sohool.
The following report on the

ex~ination

inoludes only twen-

ty-five ohildren:
Nutrition:
Posture:
Skin:
Eyes:
Ears:
Glands:
Heart:
Lungs:

Boys
Girls
Boys
Girls
Boys
Girls
Boys
Girls
Boys
Girls
Boys

-

-

Girls Boys
Girls Boys

three needed to be watohed
all normal
eight good; six fair; three poor
three good; five fair
two needed to be watohed
all normal
two needed to be watohed
all normal
all normal
all normal
two needed to be watohed; one needed
oorreotion
one needed to be watohed
one needed to be watched
all normal
one needed to be watohed
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Teeth:

Girls
Boys
Girls

Tonsils Boys
Girls
Nose:
Feet:

Boys
Girls
Boys
Girls

one needed to be watohed
Five needed to be watohed; seven needed
attention; three needed immediate oorreotion
one needed to be watohed; two needed attention; one needed immediate oorreotion
three needed to be watohed; two needed attention; five needed immediate oorreotion
three needed to be watohed; one needed
attention
all normal
two needed attention
three needed to be watched (flat feet)
five needed to be wa*ched (flat feet)

In 1945 all the mambers of this olass had their vision oheoked by the Snellen Eye Chart, and the following
information was gathered:

Seventeen of the boys had nor-

mal vision, while the other three had very poor vision.
However all three of these boys wore glasses so their sight
was improved to some degree.

Eight girls had normal vision

and the two with poor vision wore glasses.
The frequenoy of ohildhood diseases for these pupils
was:

Measles
Chioken Pox
Whooping Cough
Mumps
Tonsilitis
Soarlet Fever
Diphtheria

Boys
Boys
Boys
Boys
Boys
Boys
Boys

seventeen
twelve
eight
four
one
one
none

Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls

ten
six
two
three
one
one
one

In addition one girl had asthma, one had pneumonia, one
girl and boy had frequent colds, and one boy had spinal
meningitis.
From the above data it oan be seen that this olass
had most of the ohildhood diseases, but few of them suffered fram the more serious illnesses.
Home:
The majority of these pupils come from homes of mod-
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erate circumstances.

From the questionnaires answered by the

pupils this data was collected:
Pupils having brothers
Pupils having sisters
Only child
Owns home
Rents home
Average roams in house
Radio in home
Telephone in home
Furnace in home
Education of father

Education of mother

25
17
5

12
18

51

30

College
High Sahool
8th grade
6th grade
College
High School
8th grade
6th grade

Member of church
Newspaper delivered each day
Magazines in the home
Books in the home
Car Owner
Uses a Library aard
Attends conce·rts
Average movie attendance per week
Pupils taking music lessons
Servants in the home

11
15
3

12
9
6
2

12
11
5
29
29

16
28
12
8
14:
1.8
9

o

School Record:
Of this class there were two failures in lB, one in
lA, one in 2B, one in 2A, two in 3B, two in 3A, none in
4B, three in 4A, none in 5B, 5A, 6B, and 6A.
It would be profitable to study the school records
of this entire class from the kindergarten up until the
sixth grade, but since many of the children came from
schools outside of the city and no records were available this was not possible.

However, the final grades

that were given in 6A are interesting and shall be pre-
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sented here:
Subjeot
Field

(grades) 1

Reading
Language
Spelling
Penmanship
Arithmetio
Geography
History
Musio
Art
Handwork
Soienoe

Boys
2 3

Girls
1 2 3

1 11 8
0 7 13
4: 14 2
0 9 11
1 13 6
6 11 3
5 12 3
1 15 4
4 13 3
2 13 5
3 16 1

4
3
8

4
2
6
6
6
7
8

6

3
6
2
6
8
3
3
4

3
2
4

1

3
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0

Total
2 3

5 14 11
3 13 14
12 16 2
4 15 11
3 21 6
12 14 4
11 15 4:
7 19 4
11 16 3
10 15 5
9 20 1

The average absenoe for the boys during the 6A term
was 8.3 days.
days.

The average absenoe for the girls was 5.3

Three girls and two boys did not miSS a day during

the entire term of 95 days.

The boys had thirty oases of

tardiness during the ter.m while the girls had only eleven.
The ratings of the teaohers oould not be obtained for
all the members of the class due to the fact mentioned before that same of them attended school elsewhere.

Here a-

gain the 6A teacher had filled out a scale for all the members, and it will be summarized now:
Item Rated

Good

Cooperative
Followed Directions
Effort
Classroom Behavior
Sportsmanship
Attitude Toward School Work
Personal Habits
Liked by Other Children
Liked by Teacher

5
5
6
9
8
7
11
8

7

Aver.

Poor

12
10
13
14
16
13
17
15
19

13
15
11
7
6
10
2
7
4:

These ratings are espeoia11y signifioent as the 6A
teaoher had these pupils in her class at the time this
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soale was filled out by her.
Results of the Tests:
Progressive Aohievement Test Primary Form:
This test was administered to twenty-three of the members of this olass at the end of their 3A term.

The remain-

i08 seven pupils were not in this sohool system at the time.
Grade Plaoement

2B 2A 3B 3A 4B 4A 5B 5A 6B

Total
Reading Vooabu1ary
Reading Comprehension
Arithmetio Reasoning
Arithmetio FUndamentals
Language

I

I

4
0
0
0
0

2
5
2
3
3

6

6

6

2

I

4

6

4

6 3
B 4
o 11
5 10

3

1
4
1
4
0

1
1

6

4
3

I

1
1

0
1
1
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
1

Peroent
Below Aver.
61
70
61
61
61
7B

Sinoe this test was given at the end of the 3A term, the
pupils should have ranked 4B.

As oan be seen from the above

data more than half the olass fell below this standard in
every field.
Stanford Aohievement Test Form E Intermediate:
The entire class took this test in February, 1945.
They had been in the 6A grade one month, and they should
have reached a standard of 6A.
Grade plaoement 3B 3A 4B 4A 5B 5A 6B 6A 7B 7A BB BA 9B 9A lOB
Total
Para. Meaning
Word Meaning
Language
Ar1 th. Reas.
Arith. Comp.
Spelling

0
0
I

1
2

0
0

0

7

1

6

6 5
3 11
1 3
0 3
4 7

3
3
2
3
1
0
5

5
3
3

2
5
3

5
3
3

1
1

2
6
1

1

2

2

1

3
7

4

3
I

1
2
1

3
0

2
2
2
2
3

4
0

1

1

0

3
2

1

I

0

1

2

1
0

1

5

5

4
I

1

1

2
I

0
0
0
0
1
2
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
1

1

1
1

1

0
1
0

The percentage of pupils falling below average (6A grade) is
as follows:

Total - 73; Par. Meaning - 70; Word Mean. - 77;

Lang. - 73; Ar1th. Reasoning - 60; Arith. Comp. - 30; and
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Spelling - 87.

These soores indicate that this group of

children as a whole were below the average standard in
every field exoept Arithmetio Comprehension.
Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligenoe Test:
This test was administered to the entire olass February, 1945.

The average ohronological age of these pupils was

twelve years and no months, and their average mental age as
indioated by this test was eleven years and three months.
The average mental age of the group is seven months below
the average ohronological age.
The I. Q.s as determined by this test for this olass
fall in the following oategories:
Cases
Borderline (66-79)
Dull Norma 1 (80-90'~
Average (91-110)
Bright Normal (111-119)
Very Superior (128-over)

Percent

2
8

7

18

27
60

1
1

3
3

The majority of the class have average I. Q.s, but there
are a greater number whose I. Q.s fall below normal than
above normal.
Weohsler-Bellevue Intelligence Test:
I. Q.

Verbal
No. ~

Mental Defeotive (65-0) 0
Borderline (66-79
8
Dull Normal (80-90)
8
Average (91-110)
12
Bright Normal (111-119) 1
Superior (120-127)
0
Very Superior (128-over) 1

0
27
27
40
3
0
3

Performanoe
No
%
1
2
4
15
6
2
0

Total
No. ~

3
7
13
50
20

1
3
9
12

7

1
0

0

4

3
10
30
40
13
3
0

On the Total I. Q. as indioated by this test 43 peroent of
the class have lower than normal intelligenoe while only
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16 percent have above normal intelligence.

However, the

Performance I. Q. presents a different picture; 23 percent
of the class fell below average while 27 peroent are above
average.

The Verbal I. Q.s of these ohildren are more sim-

ilar to the Total than to the Performanoe I. Q.s;

54 percent

are below normal while only 6 peroent are above nor.mal.
o~

the thirty pupils who took this test only one of

the group acted silly while taking the test;
were very serious and really tried.

the others

This one boy made ir-

relevant remarks, laughed constantly, turned his back to the
examiner, and was very inattentive.

The other members of

this olass remarked afterwards that they had enjoyed taking
the test.

Eleven of this group seamed nervous while taking

the test, but the others were oompletely at ease.
Roger's Test of Personality Adjustment:
This test was given to the group at the same time in
May, 1945.

Here again all of the olass exoept one followed

direotions oarefully and worked well on it.

The results

were found to be as follows:
Field

High
No. %

Aver.
No.
%

Low
No. %

Personal Inferiority
Sooial Maladjustment
Family Maladjustment
Daydreaming
Total

6
14
7
12
7

10
11
10

14

20
47
23
40
23

9

14

33
36
33
30
47

5

13
9
9

47
17
44
30
30

The above scores are oombined for the entire class. However
a higher peroent of girls are maladjusted than the boys.

Fields
Personal Inferiority
Sooial Maladjustment
Family Maladjustment
Daydreaming
Total

Boys
Peroent
10

Girls
Peroent
40

45

50

20
40
25

30
40
20

In every group exoept two the greater peroent of maladjustment is found among the girls.
Summary:
Now that all the information available oonoerning this
olass has been gathered and summarized; oonolusions must
be made in regard to what has been learned about this olass
and to what use this knowledge oan be put to guide this
group more effeotively.
The appearanoe of the olass is average, with a normal
range in height and weight that oould be found in any SA
olass.

The average age of twelve years and four months for

the olass oan also be considered normal for a sixth grade
olass.
The groupls behavior was satisfaotory with a very few
exoeptions, and their habits were satisfaotory also.
The health reoords of these pupils indioated a need
for the oorreotion of many defeots.

Of all the parts of

the body whioh were examined only the ears'of all the pupils were normal.

At least two ohildren needed attention

for defeots in other parts of the body.

The largest num-

ber of defeots were in the teeth and tonSils; fourteen pupils needed to hsve these oorreoted.
With suoh a reoord of so many ohildren needing st-

tention it is a little easier to understand the retarded
scholastio progress of many of these pupils who have average intelligence.

To improve this condition the school

nurse should contact the homes of the various children in
an endeavor to get these defects taken care of.
Most of the pupils appeared healthy in spite of the
above facts as few of them missed more than a week during
the ter.m that they were in 6A.

Few of them had serious

diseases, and only in the case of the boy who had spinal
meningitis is it evident that they suffered after effects.
These pupils come fram homes of moderate means where
they seem to have all the necessities.

Twemty-five of the

thirty pupils have brothers or sisters.

Sixty percent of

these families rent their homes, and the average rooms in
each home is 5l.

All have radios; 50 peroent have furnaoes

and 10 peroent have telephones in their homes.
Approximately 50 peroent of their parents completed
high school or attended college.

Forty percent of the fami-

lies owned a oar, and there were no servants in any of the
homes.
All the ohildren exoept one were members of a church.
There were books in every home exoept two, although only
about half of the families subsoribed to any magaZines.
Thirty peroent of these pupils take music lessons; fortyseven peroent attend ooncerts; and twenty-seven percent
use the library.
tends the movies.

All of the children except one girl atMost of them average 1.8 a week.
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From this data it oan be seen that the ohildren spend
muoh of their leisure time either at the movies or at ohuroh.
There is very little reading done at home even though most
of the homes have books.

The magazines whioh most of the

homes reoeived were Life, Love Stories and Comios.
A great opportunity is being wasted unless these ohildren beoome familar with the library and use it.

Not only

would it be another way to spend their leisure time, but
it would benefit them in their sohool work.

Sinoe these pu-

pils are old enough to ride the street oars alone, the faot
the the libraries are a distanoe from their homes should
not be a handioap.

Stimulating interest in the library by

bringing books to this olass would be one method of handling
thiS, however, getting the home to oooperate after the ohildren beoome interested is even more important.
The soholastio reoord of this olass is average with
these exoeptions; there were more failures in reading, penmanship and language than there were above average.

This

fact that the olass had diffioulty in reading and language
is substantiated by both the aohievement tests and the verbal part of the Weohsler-Bellevue Test.

Also the faot that

many of them reoeived poor ratings on Cooperation, Following Direotions, Effort and Attitude Toward Sohool Work has
played a part in retarding their scholastio progress.
At the end of the 3A grade aooording to the aohievement
test that was given, 61 peroent of the olass was below the
aooeptable standard of 4B.

Three years later a similar
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achievement test was given and on the Total 73 percent were
below the 6A standard.

So it can be seen that instead of

decreasing, the number of pupils below the standard inoreased.
In Arithmetic Fundamentals only did the percentage of pupils
falling below average deorease from 61 to 30 percent.
Before trying to interpret these results it would be
well to discuss the findings of the intelligenoe test and
the personality test in order to have all the possible information available.
The results of the Kuhlmann-Anderson Test show that
34 percent of the class have I. Q.s below average; 60 percent have average I. Q.s and 6 percent have I. Q.s above
average.

The Weohsler-Bellevue Test divides the class in

the following way; 43 peroent have I. Q.s below average,
40 peroent have average, and 16 peroent above average. The
fact that the two tests are different in various aspeots
such as, one is an individual test, the other is a group
test; one requires reading, the other does not; one includes
both verbal and performance parts and the other does not,
oauses the differences in I. Q.s.

The fact that eduoation

influenoes some scores on the verbal part of the Weohsler-

-

Bellevue Test is the reason that this olass did better on
the performance part.
Sinoe more than 50 peroent of the class aocording to
both tests have average ,I. Q. s or better, it is indeed diffioult to understand the reason for 73 peroent of them falling below the average grade plaoement on the sixth grade
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achievement test.

Even the adjustment of these pupils to

themselves, their families and the persons around them does
not give any reasons for their scholastic retardation.

In

fact the findings from the Roger's Test indicate that the
girls are more poorly adjusted then the boys, and yet the
girls have progressed further scholastically than the boys.
The fact that many of these pupils have physical defects that need correcting could account in part for the
slow scholastic progress.

However, in some respects the

school and the home have failed as far as same of these
pupils are concerned.

The poor attitude toward their

school work, lack of cooperation and effort and the inability to follow directions all contribute to retarding learning.

It must be remembered that many of these children will

not be able to do average work, due to limited oapaoities,
but they must be so guided that they will use their capacities to the fullest no matter how limited.
In a class of this kind the very bright ohild will often be the one to suffer, in that the work is far below his
ability and he soon: loses interest.

The teacher as well

as the home must know the potentialities of each child so
he can be given an opportunity to develop to his fullest.
In the xases where a child could not develop fully due
to maladjustment and inferior feelings it is imperative that
the home and the school work together to oorreot the situations and events which have caused this ohild to be unadjusted.

lO~.

In guiding these ohildren one must disoover the field
in whioh eaoh is partioularly oapable, and through reassuranoes by the teacher and the home his self-confidence can
be increased, and he will progress faster as a result.
As far as this olass is ooncerned the larger the program of education becomes and the more varied it beoomes,
the better ohanoe the pupils will have of finding a field
in which each is capable of developing his potentialities
to their fullest so that he might oontribute something worthwhile to the sooiety in whioh he lives.
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